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Complainant requests a hearing.

COMPLAINANT'S AMENDED COMPLAINT TO 2012-SOX-00016
ALJ'S ORDER ISSUED ON NOVEMBER 19,2012

NOW COMES the Complainat, PAUL W. SIMKUS (hereinafter referred to as
("Complainant" or "Plaintiff) or ("SIMKUS")), represented as a pro se litigant and who has
brought this complaint against the Respondent (hereinafter referred to as the ("Respondent" or
"Defendant")), as UNITED AIR LINES, a wholly owned subsidiary of UAL CORPORATION,
a Delaware corporation (hereinafter referred to as ("UNITED")), to include any or all other
defendants through an attached form states the following:

I. JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1. That this complaint is brought and jurisdiction lies pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1514A,
Corporate and Criminal Fraud Accountability Act Title VII Section 802 and 806 of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (hereinafter referred to as ("SOX") or ("the Act")), Protection for
employees of publicly traded companies who provide evidence of fraud.
2. That this complaint is brought and jurisdiction lies pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1513(e),
under the Dodd-Frank Act of Section 1057, and Section 922 (creating a new section 21F
of the Security Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. § 78u-(6)) for anti-retaliation protections for
employees who make disclosures "required or protected" under the SOX Act, SEA,
federal Obstruction of Justice Act and other laws or regulations of and under the
jurisdiction of the SEC as amended for violations that have occurred since this law was enacted.
3. That this complaint is brought and jurisdiction lies pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1514A, Title II
AUDITOR INDEPENDENCE Section 202 and Title IV ENHANCED FINANCIAL
DISCLOSURES Section 401 for violations of disclosures in periodic reports. Section
404 Managements Assessment of Internal controls, and for retaliation for my disclosing
violations of the SOX requirements for reporting discrepancies over independent auditors and
lack of adequate internal controls. Section 406 Violations of code of ethics for senior
financial officers and of Section 409 for violations over real time disclosures.
4. That this complaint is pursuant to the disclosure requirement under Section 806 Reports
under Section 13(a) or 15(d) for Complainant's reasonable belief of violations to Section 1519
for alteration or falsification of records in 2007-2009 during SOX federal audits of United

Airlines facility maintenance inspection reports critical to the daily operations of United
Airlines which may have resulted in numerous network outages which have occurred over the
past three years and may also even include recent outages that occurred this past summer of
2012.

5. That this complaint if acceptable to this venue is also pursuant to, 18 U.S.C. §1514, and (18
U.S.C. §§1341,1343), mail & wire fraud. For depositing in the U.S. Mail correspondence that
was mailed to Plaintiff SIMKUS, over the improper and inaccurate distribution of complainant
Simkus' entitled company stock allocation during the stock distribution period approximately on
September 22, 2006.

6. That this complaint is brought and jurisdiction lies pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1514A(b)(l)(B)
of SOX found in 29 C.F.R. §1980.101 and 1980.114(a) of Section 806 that prohibits retaliation
against employees who blow the whistle on covered entities engaged in violations of (including
accountancy violations), securities fraud or other federal crimes.

7. That at all times relevant in this complaint all alleged acts of retaliation, and discriminatory
practices listed within this complaint were committed and performed by the Defendant UNITED,
by and through its duly authorized agents, servants and or UNITED employees and members of
management against Plaintiff SIMKUS, by a preponderance of evidence the complainant will
show that these adverse employment actions were a contributing factor due to his earliest known
whistleblower activities for making reports over asbestos release incidents that began in 1999
and 2000, which now included documented reports to OSHA and United in 2007, 2008, 2009,

2010, and 2011 which the respondent was fully aware and that at all times relevant these reports
were protected activities under SOX.

8. That the alleged asbestos release episodes described and listed within this complaint were
documented in 2008 and 2009 by the complainant Simkus and other facilities mechanics
working in the same department at the United Airlines World Headquarters (hereinafter
referred to as ("WHQ")) located at 1200 East Algonquin Road Elk Grove Township Illinois
60007 and that these asbestos release episodes were reported to OSHA and the relevant members
of the WHQ Facilities & Maintenance (hereinafter referred to as("WHQFM")) management
team at the United Air Lines World Headquarters Executive Offices (hereinafter referred to
as("WHQ" or "EXO")) these violations continued until SIMKUS was finally forced to transfer
out of the department to work at O'Hare Airport in April of 2009'.
9. That this complaint is brought because the defendants conduct was committed intentionally
and the alleged conduct in fact caused SIMKUS who was an employee that was known by the
defendant to be particularly susceptible to emotional distress and because the defendant's
conduct went beyond mere insults, indignities, threats, annoyances, oppressions, trivialities,
vulgarities, and other meaningless and abusive expressions and has resulted in extreme and
outrageous conduct.
10. That this complaint and cause of action seeks special damages for intentional infliction of
emotional distress which is premised on conduct that was so extreme and outrageous that it went
beyond all possible bounds of decency or for damages that this court determines is fair and just.
11. That at all times relevant in this complaint the extreme and outrageous conduct was

committed or occurred by parties who had actual or apparent power or authority over SIMKUS,
and or who could have taken corrective measures to prevent the intentional infliction of
emotional distress that is alleged to have occurred and described herein.
12. That at all times relevant in this complaint plaintiff will prove that the defendant intended to
cause, or recklessly or consciously disregarded the probability of causing, SIMKUS to suffer
emotional distress. The complainant will show that the defendant recklessly and or consciously
disregarded the certain probability of causing emotional distress or was substantially certain that
his or her conduct would cause emotional distress.
13. That at all times relevant in this complaint plaintiff will prove that he in fact suffered from
fright, horror, grief, worry, shame, humiliation, anger, which may not all constitute emotional
distress alone but the intensity and duration of the emotional distress are factors that must be
considered in determining its severity. The emotional distress that which SIMKUS had to endure
and is described within this complaint is considered to be severe or extreme and such that no
reasonable person could be expected to endure.
14. That at all times relevant in this complaint plaintiff will provide the necessary evidence to
show SIMKUS actually suffered severe and extreme emotional distress due to the outrageous
character of the defendants conduct.
15. That at all times relevant in this complaint plaintiff will show that the defendants alleged
conduct was willful and committed with intent to cause harm which actually and proximately
caused the complainant emotional distress.

16. That at all times relevant the Plaintiff SIMKUS is a male citizen of the United
States and the State of Illinois, and at all times relevant to this complaint, was a resident
of Cook County Illinois.
17. That the Defendant UNITED is a corporation organized under the laws of the
State of Delaware and is in the business of owning and operating an airline with its
principle place of business and headquarters located in Chicago, Illinois.
18. That all times relevant in this complaint, the Complainant SIMKUS was an "employee" of
Defendant UNITED within the meaning of Title VII, the ADA and SOX who was employed as a
Facilities Maintenance Mechanic at United's World Headquarters campus located at 1200 East
Algonquin Road, Elk Grove Township Illinois 60007.
19. That all times relevant in this complaint, Defendant UNITED was an "employer" as that
term is defined under the "ERISA Act" and all applicable employment and labor benefits laws
under the State of Illinois.
20. That as a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned wrongful retaliatory and
discriminatory practices repeatedly performed by the Defendant UNITED, by and through its
duly authorized agents servants and or employees, Plaintiff SIMKUS is entitled to relief because
he has suffered and continues to suffer for the sum of compensatory damages and pecuniary and
future pecuniary losses, suffering, emotional pain, inconvenience, mental anguish, loss of
enjoyment of life, and for any compensatory damages, lost wages, lost benefits, that may leave
SIMKUS to be less than whole after being victimized by acts to intentional inflict emotional
distress through retaliation and discrimination and other adverse employment actions.

21. That this complaint has also been filed because of the unfavorable employment actions that
have occurred both prior and post the aforementioned dates of May 10, 2010 or March 15, 2011
and for specific actions that have occurred both prior and post the date of December 19, 2011
(LTD claim) and that due to the conduct of the defendant UNITED, having repeatedly done and
continue to do are adverse employment acts that could only be described as willful and
intentional, with malice and complete reckless disregard with the intent to inflict both emotional
distress and even greater financial harm to the complainant by their obvious decision to
intentionally delay and interfere with complainant's compensation and benefits rights as an
employee.

OSHA INVESTIGATION AND RESPONDENT'S POSITION STATEMENT

1. On March 13, 2012 OSHA finally completed their investigation which was almost one year
to the day that Simkus filed his second Sarbanes-Oxley complaint. OSHA issued a decision to
dismiss the complaint because a preponderance of evidence supported the Respondents position.

2. The OSHA investigator told the complainant to not send him any additional evidence by
email because his email was full and they were issuing OSHA staff new computers, instead I was
to hold off and submit any additional evidence only during the investigative interview which was
scheduled for August 5, 2011 which is exactly what the complainant did.

3. On April 6, 2012 the Complainant timely filed an objection to the Secretary of Labor
findings' and OSHA investigation and requested a hearing on the record.

4. On May 23, 2011 the Complainant also filed an AIR21 complaint which was sent to this same
OSHA regional office by certified mail which was received and signed for with a return receipt.

5. The Complainant filed an AIR21 complaint only because it was my belief that management
was now also retaliating against me for previously red-tagging a single department vehicle for
safety concerns. I was the senior lead mechanic on duty the day that an un-manned vehicle
from my department jumped into reverse without anybody in it. This resulted in a collision
with a United Airlines regional jet during its taxi out of the gate area. This also happened to be
this same exact vehicle I had previously red-tagged out of service the same week and once
before.

6. This was a very serious incident and safety concern and it clearly cost United Airlines a loss
in revenue because the pickup truck and the aircraft that it collided with were both taken out of
service for repairs and an inspection. This un-manned truck crossed over walking lanes
utilized by passengers while boarding smaller regional jets in this gate area so you can
understand how this could have been a much worse incident than it was.

7. The investigative interview OSHA scheduled on August 5, 2011 was to discuss not only my
SOX complaint but my AIR21 complaint as well. I was prepared and on my way to show up at

the regional OSHA office in Des Plaines but for unknown reasons the investigator told me he
preferred that we meet at my local public library in Arlington Heights which we did.

8. On May 13, 2011, August 3, 2011, August 31, 2011, September 21, 2011, November 10,
2011, and January 8, 2012 I sent emails or left voice messages with the OSHA investigator for
status on my SOX and AIR21 complaint but I never received any replies so I stopped calling.

9. Your honor the complainant was never afforded an opportunity to even request a copy of the
respondent's position statement because the OSHA investigator would not respond to my emails
or phone calls although OSHA had the Respondents position statement ever since June 1, 2011.
OSHA waited a full year to issue me their final investigative decision which prejudiced me
from reading, rebutting or responding in any way to the respondent's position statement and
any or all of the false and inaccurate information that lay within it.

10. Because OSHA delayed for an entire year before issuing their final investigative decision
the chances of the Complainant remembering all the relevant details and dates which represented
the strength of the Complainants case there now was a much higher risk that the complainant
would fail in challenging the Respondents own apparent secret position statement.

11. Your honor the reasons proffered in the Respondent's position statement for my employers
adverse actions against the Complainant are a classic example of pretext in the very definition of
the word their reasons are just plain false and illegitimate reasons, their reasons are nothing
more than an attempt to cover up the true motives and intentions of my employer and the

Complainant respectfully requests that your honor allow Simkus a hearing on the record and an
opportunity to prove his case which is all the Complainant has ever wanted for the past 4 years.

12. The Respondents position statement conveniently left out the fact that I filed a prior
complaint by email on September 23, 2010 for harassment and repeat payroll interference
with United's Human Resources department (Diane Geist) as well as United's new Employee
Service Center. This same email was sent to my manager (Bob Hetherington) and forwarded to
the Director of Airport Operations (Scott Dolan) as well as the Vice President of Airport
Operations (Terry Brady).

13. The Complainant was denied four weeks of pay which represented two full pay periods
ending on 08/28/2010 and 09/11/2010, this was never mentioned in the Respondent's position
statement and OSHA never investigated these violations nor did they mention them in their
investigative decisions, although the Complainant provided OSHA the documentation relating to
these same type of adverse and unfavorable employment actions.
14. The Complainant has experienced the same exact type of payroll interference while working
in the WHQFM department which continued to occur while working in the ORDPV department
at O' Hare Airport, which clearly represents a pattern of practice of harassment while working
under a hostile work environment.

15.

These adverse actions relating to payroll interference have never stopped and have

continued for the past three to four years and are certainly a contributing factor to my earliest
reports to OSHA over workplace health safety violations in 2008 including my whistleblower
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activities and decision to file a SOX complaint on May 10, 2010 which are a clear violation of
my protected activities under the Act.

16. Your honor if a preponderance of evidence did not exist in the eyes of OSHA to support the
Complainants position after OSHA completed their investigation and issued their decision on
March 13, of 2012, it is because the OSHA investigator either lost my other evidence or this
investigator simply chose to ignore it. I can tell you with great confidence that a preponderance
of evidence in fact does exist today which is clearly in the Complainants favor.

17. The provisions of the Complainant's collective bargaining agreement were not followed
when Simkus was placed on (EIS) extended illness status a fourth time and United Airlines
admits this in the Companies' position statement proffered on October 7, 2011 during the
grievance hearing. United Airlines never provided notice to the Complainant's Union committee
or the Union System General Board Chairperson which is a requirement of the CBA.

18.

The Complainant was previously placed on EIS status in the summer of 2010 and after

returning to work was sent home without pay because the company allegedly didn't receive the
complainant's paperwork to return to work from his doctor or the medical department. Here
again there is no mention of this in the Respondents position statement and OSHA never
investigated these repeat actions.

19.

The Respondent's claims in their position statement that they accommodated the

Complainant and responded to his payroll concerns in a timely fashion. This is completely false
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because it took nearly three months to finally get the 72 hours of lost pay paid to the
Complainant, when in fact United Airlines had already corrected the lost pay issue on February
23, 2011 evidenced by the emails of record between the Complainant's manager and the
Employee Service Center Quality Assurance analyst but yet it took almost three additional
months to finally issue the Complainant a check.

20. The Respondent's position statement suggests that the Complainant's complaint should be
dismissed because it is e-stopped due to the fact that the Complainant didn't list his complaint or
pending lawsuit as a potential asset in his Chapter 13 Bankruptcy filing, however Simkus's
bankruptcy was dismissed because he could not make timely payments to the trustee due to the
continued payroll interference from United Airlines.

21.

Your honor I recently filed a third Chapter 13 bankruptcy in August of 2012 and I have

listed all lawsuits and complaints pending in the district court, court of appeals or before the
department of labor and the OALJ and or otherwise not mentioned but are relevant.

22. The respondent's position statement left out the important fact that I tried to return to work
four times in 2011 after United allegedly corrected the improper enrollment situation that
occurred on January 17, 2011 but now the United Airlines medical department was refusing to
allow me to return to work suggesting that my medical paperwork was now somehow
insufficient. This was the same type of written diagnosis that my psychiatrist had provided to
United Airlines over the past ten years and it was always found to be acceptable, my job
description responsibilities or job duties never changed.
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23. United Airlines knew that if I returned to work in the early months of 2011 I would qualify
for the signing bonus because our union contract was about to be voted in, which in fact it was.
United Airlines intentionally refused my return to work because they didn't want me to get my
$11,000.00 dollar Union contract signing bonus which I was entitled to. This is just another
benefit that the Respondent conveniently left out of their position statement and said that I
never lost during their campaign to drive me further into financial poverty hoping that I would
just give up on all of my pending claims against UAL. They didn't want me to get the signing
bonus because it meant I could possibly hire an attorney.

24.

Your honor OSHA did not conduct a thorough investigation of the facts and they

allowed the respondent to spin the facts. I found the entire investigation was conducted
unfairly, improperly and to the benefit of the respondent United Airlines.

25.

The Complainant has experienced so many errors by this regional OSHA office

(Region V) that complainant was finally compelled to write a letter of concern to the Inspector
General at the Government Accountability Office in June of 2010.

The GAO published its report on August 17, 2010 to Congressional Requesters which was
titled:
WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION
Sustained Management Attention Needed to Address Long-standing Program Weakness
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This GAO report not only supported the complainant's concerns previously expressed in his
complaint letter but moreover the report specifically identified the complainant's regional
OSHA office (Region V) for multiple program weaknesses. Unfortunately the Complainant
has only continued to experience and document additional procedural errors from this
regional office.

26. In an email that I received from my former attorney United Airlines even admitted that they
improperly placed me on EIS but to no surprise they have refused to put it in writing.

In Luder v Continental Airlines, Inc., ARB No.10-026, ALJNo. 2008AIR-9 (ARBjan, 31,
2012) The ARB stated that loss of wages was obviously an adverse personnel action. The ARB
held that a respondent may be held liable where the complainant proves that the respondent's
unlawful conduct aggravated a preexisting psychiatric condition.

United Airlines knowingly aggravated my preexisting condition when they placed me on EIS
on January 17, 2011 when I was already on a preapproved vacation. Your honor even here
United Airlines has shown a willingness to continue in their pattern of practice because they
have quickly moved to place me on EIS several times before in just the past three years, but even
then these decisions were not warranted. United Airlines was motivated to put me on extended
illness status (EIS) because the longer you remain on their EIS leave program the window to file
a Long Term Disability (LTD) claim begins to quickly close. I think that it's almost common
knowledge to find that employees who fall into a lengthy leave of absence for medical reasons
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are often less likely to return to work, most of these same people in the end wind up accepting a
low ball buyout offer from their employer regardless of their many years of faithful service.

On June 15,2012 I finally returned to work without any restrictions and because I was in
such a financial hole and about to lose my home to foreclosure I worked as much overtime as I
possibly could but it didn't take long for my manager and United Airlines to continue with
their same old pattern and practice of behavior in their decision to interfere with my
paycheck in August of 2012. This was not enough though because shortly after my return to
work United Airlines now decided to delete the hours I accrued in my occupational injury
bank while at the same time assigning me to work in an area that is most prone to head and
back injuries.

United Airlines did everything they could to make my return to work miserable not only with
their repeat acts of alleged payroll oversights and failed records adjustments, but also in their
decision to continue in their delay to provide the MetLife claims specialist (Diane Holmes)
the required information she needed to issue me a proper and timely determination letter
for benefits that I was entitled to.

United Airlines not only intentionally delayed in providing an accurate calendar record of the
days I worked or did not work to MetLife over my long term disability claim but they also failed
to provide my attorney copies of the MetLife benefits plan policy documents for eight months
which represents an entirely separate violation under ERISA laws because they went well
beyond the time that is permissible under the legal language of the law.
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I don't understand how United Airlines can say that they know that any retaliation against an
employee is a violation of their new "Working together" employment policies when these type of
actions also clearly represent as an obstruction of justice under Sarbanes-Oxley Act itself.
United Airlines has a long documented history of retaliation which includes starving an
employee who files a complaint against them into financial ruin. What is so disturbing is that
OSHA never looks into my evidence or allegations of United's interference and intentional
delay with my LTD claim filed on December 19,2011.
It took United Airlines eight months to provide me a copy of my benefits and plan policy
documents. It took United Airlines eight months to provide MetLife the dates recorded in my
attendance records. I have lost my home and had to file a second bankruptcy because of
United's decision to intentionally interfere with my benefits claim.

United Airlines informed MetLife that I never filed any LTD claim on United's Sky-Net, but
this was completely false and a lie because I in fact did file a claim on Sky-Net as required and I
fully completed and timely submitted all the required paperwork to MetLife. The
respondent says that I have a purported disability, well if I just had a purported disability
MetLife would not have paid the claim. The respondents completely admitted that they violated
the terms of my contract bargaining agreement when they failed to notify the union system board
chairmen when they place someone on EIS.

The only reason I filed my first SOX complaint in district court was because I didn't have my
brief completed for the ARE and I couldn't get a letter from my psychiatrist to file for an
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extension to submit my brief to the ARB because my psychiatrist was on vacation and out
of town. This is the truth and is supported with written documentation. I had no other choice
but to file my case in district court otherwise I would have lost my opportunity to prosecute
my claims. I had a partially completed civil complaint prepared in the event I decided to file my
SOX case in federal court de novo, and because I was refused a paycheck for almost four
months I couldn't get my federally controlled medication which allows me to concentrate,
comprehend and focus my thoughts, which prevented me from completing my brief to the
ARB. Your honor I can't stress enough what sort of a mental disability it is for a person such as
my-self who lives with a severe case of ADHD, there are volumes of books on this subject
which describe what I am saying is both possible and plausible. Your honor I have a
documented disability and United Airlines knew this and they took advantage of the situation at
every opportunity possible, this is the truth so help me God. Allegedly I provided almost 300
pages of evidence to the OSHA investigator during the interview that took place at a public
library on August 5, 2011.
I filed an immediate objection to OSHA's investigative decision because I completely disagreed
with OSHA investigative decision. Retaliation or harassment or any other adverse action is a
violation of my protected whistleblower activities and the language of the Act. The SOX Act
does not say that unless an employee is terminated its okay for an employer to harass and
retaliate against a known SOX whistleblower or interfere with their terms and conditions of
employment. My supervisor Mark Yankowski was aware of my whistleblower activities
because he pointed to an article that was posted in the mechanics break room which was a
newspaper article published by the Washington Examiner on July 4,2011 about my
Sarbanes-Oxley lawsuit filed against United Airlines (1 l-cv-02165). On November 5,2010 I
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met with a Human Resources representative (Kevin Thomas) and a union shop steward over a
complaint and grievance that I filed because of continued retaliation and payroll interference,
wherein I explained that this was a violation of my protected whistleblower activities under
the Sarbanes Oxley Act. In my grievance I also provided notice to United Airlines that any
further retaliation or adverse employment actions were a violation of my protected
whistleblower activities under SOX, but the retaliation continued long after this meeting with
HR on November 5,2010, but what is most disturbing is that this sort of retaliatory conduct
continues today.

Your honor I am of the belief that any reasonable minded person who is presented with all the
facts would easily see that an Inference of law could be drawn and that there is a Nexus or
Temporal Proximity of Animus for Disparate Treatment in relation to my protected
whistleblower activities under SOX as well as AIR21.

Your honor as recently as September 7,2012 it was communicated to me in writing from a
MetLife Determination of Benefits letters dated May 8,2011 and further proof of violations
were also communicated to me in writing from the notes and records contained in my MetLife
(LTD) long term disability claims file which I received by US Mail on October 24,2012 and
because I was placed on (EIS) extended illness status illegally on January 17,2011 and
because my employer continued to interfere with my payroll from December 2010 through to
August 8,2012 I filed a second SOX complaint with OSHA on March 15,2011. But because
I continued to experience which include numerous other past violations listed in my first SOX
complaint which I believe must be considered under equitable tolling. Because I for all the past
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violations of retaliation as a pattern and practice under a hostile work environment I have
included these past adverse employment actions within this amended complaint.

SECOND SOX COMPLAINT FILED WITH OSHA ON MARCH 15.2011

Your honor I filed a second SOX complaint with OSHA on March 15,2011 because I
continued to experience new adverse employment actions from my employer which were a
violation of my protected activities under SOX or the Act and were a contributing factor to
my protected whistleblower activities. Your honor if a preponderance of evidence did not exist
in the eyes of OSHA after they completed their investigation in March of 2011,1 can tell you
with great confidence that a preponderance of evidence clearly exist today.
The way United Airlines handled my long term disability claim filed on December 19, 2011 will
prove beyond any reasonable doubt that I was being subjected to further adverse
employment actions under a continued hostile work environment and blatant disregard for
my continued protected whistleblower activities. It took OSHA nearly one full year to
complete their investigation and issue the complainant their investigative decision letter on
March 13, 2012. Your honor the complainant never received a copy of the respondent's position
statement although it was provided to OSHA on May 31, 2011. OSHA waited a full year to
issue me their final investigative decision which prejudiced me from responding to the
respondent's position statement which was filled with inaccurate dates and information.
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OSHA would not provide me to the status of my SOX complaint so I never had an opportunity
to read the respondent's position statement or rebut the inaccuracies that lay within it. The
respondent's position statement was nothing more than a pretext for the adverse employment
actions that were committed against me all of which continued after OSHA dismissed my
complaint, which allegedly was only because there was not a preponderance of evidence to
prove otherwise. Your honor OSHA did not conduct a thorough investigation of the facts and
they allowed the respondent to spin the facts. I found the entire investigation was conducted
unfairly, improperly and to the benefit of the respondent United Airlines. The Complainant
fully disputed the fact that I was placed on EIS without pay illegally and improperly by the
respondent on January 17, 2011. Instead they (OSHA) wrote that eventually I was allowed to
return back to work, but because I had a relapse of depression and anxiety I was now officially
placed on EIS again on April 8, 2011. But OSHA and the respondent leave out the important
fact that I tried to return to work several times but United Airlines refused to allow me to
return to work suggesting that my medical paperwork was somehow insufficient. This was the
same diagnosis and written release that my psychiatrist has provided to United Airlines over the
last Iten years which was always found acceptable. Suddenly my return to work (RTW)
paperwork was somehow different and insufficient to allow me to return to work. United
Airlines knew that if I returned to work in the early months of 2011 I would qualify for the
signing bonus because our union contract was about to be voted in, which in fact it was. United
Airlines was once again intentionally refusing me a return to work because they didn't want
me to hire a lawyer from the $11,000.00 dollar contract signing bonus, and they also wanted to
drive me further into financial poverty hoping that I would just give up on all of my pending
claims against UAL. In an email that I received from my former attorney United Airlines even
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admitted that they improperly placed me on EIS but to no surprise they have refused to put it
in writing.

In Luder v Continental Airlines, Inc., ARE No.IO-026, ALJNo. 2008 AIR-9 (ARBjan, 31,
2012) The ARE stated that loss of wages was obviously an adverse personnel action. The ARE
held that a respondent may be held liable where the complainant proves that the respondent's
unlawful conduct aggravated a preexisting psychiatric condition.

United Airlines knowingly aggravated my preexisting condition when they placed me on EIS
on January 17, 2011 when I was already on a preapproved vacation. Your honor even here
United Airlines has shown a willingness to continue in their pattern of practice because they
have quickly moved to place me on EIS several times before in just the past three years, but even
then these decisions were not warranted. United Airlines was motivated to put me on extended
illness status (EIS) because the longer you remain on their EIS leave program the window to file
a Long Term Disability (LTD) claim begins to quickly close. I think that it's almost common
knowledge to find that employees who fall into a lengthy leave of absence for medical reasons
are often less likely to return to work, most of these same people in the end wind up accepting a
low ball buyout offer from their employer regardless of their many years of faithful service. On
June 15, 2011 I finally returned to work without any restrictions and because I was in such a
financial hole and about to lose my home to foreclosure I worked as much overtime as I possibly
could but it didn't take long for my manager and United Airlines to continue with their same old
pattern and practice of behavior in their decision to interfere with my paycheck in August of
2011. This was not enough though because shortly after my return to work United Airlines now
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decided to delete the hours I accrued in my occupational injury bank while at the same time
assigning me to work in an area that is most prone to head and back injuries. United Airlines
did everything they could to make my return to work miserable not only with their repeat
acts of alleged payroll oversights and failed records adjustments, but also in their decision to
continue in their delay to provide the MetLife claims specialist (Diane Holmes) the required
information she needed to issue me a proper and timely determination letter for benefits that I
was entitled to. United Airlines not only intentionally delayed in providing an accurate
calendar record of the days I worked or did not work to MetLife over my long term disability
claim but they also failed to provide my attorney copies of the MetLife benefits plan policy
documents for eight months which represents an entirely separate violation under ERISA
laws because they went well beyond the time that is permissible under the legal language of the
law. I don't understand how United Airlines can say that they know that any retaliation against
an employee is a violation of their new "Working together" employment policies when these
type of actions also clearly represent as an obstruction of justice under Sarbanes-Oxley Act
itself. United Airlines has a long documented history of retaliation which includes starving an
employee who files a complaint against them into financial ruin. What is so disturbing is that
OSHA never looks into my evidence or allegations of United's interference and intentional
delay with my LTD claim filed on December 19,2011. It took United Airlines eight months
to provide me a copy of my benefits and plan policy documents. It took United Airlines eight
months to provide MetLife the dates recorded in my attendance records. I have lost my home
and had to file a second bankruptcy because of United's decision to intentionally interfere
with my benefits claim. United Airlines informed MetLife that I never filed any LTD claim on
United's Sky-Net, but this was completely false and a lie because I in fact did file a claim on
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Sky-Net as required, and I fully completed and timely submitted all the required paperwork to
MetLife. The respondent says that I have a purported disability, well if I just had a purported
disability MetLife would not have paid the claim. The respondents and completely admitted that
they violated the terms of my contract bargaining agreement when they failed to notify the union
system board chairmen when they place someone on EIS. The respondents said that my SOX
complaint is stopped because I failed to list this complaint as a possible asset in my bankruptcy
case but this is not at all accurate or true. I have listed every pending legal action with my
bankruptcy attorney. OSHA even admits that there were numerous payroll discrepancies
from January 1, 2011 to February 12, 2011. It took my employer 4-5 months just to get my pay
corrected and these actions were knowingly committed against me by my manager
(Hetherington) and United Airlines with the intention to interfere with my ability to obtain a
medication that I have been prescribed and taking since 2003 for a severe case of attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder or ADHD. United Airlines has since driven me into financial
ruin and bankruptcy and was aware that I was living paycheck to paycheck. The only reason I
filed my first SOX complaint in district court was because I didn't have my brief completed
for the ARB and I couldn't get a letter from my psychiatrist to file for an extension to
submit my brief to the ARB because my psychiatrist was on vacation and out of town. This
is the truth and is supported with written documentation. I had no other choice but to file my
case in district court otherwise I would have lost my opportunity to prosecute my claims. I had a
partially completed civil complaint prepared in the event I decided to file my SOX case in
federal court de novo, and because I was refused a paycheck for almost four months I
couldn't get my federally controlled medication which allows me to concentrate,
comprehend and focus my thoughts, which prevented me from completing my brief to the
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ARB. Your honor I can't stress enough what sort of a mental disability it is for a person such as
my-self who lives with a severe case of ADHD, there are volumes of books on this subject
which describe what I am saying is both possible and plausible. Your honor I have a
documented disability and United Airlines knew this and they took advantage of the situation at
every opportunity possible, this is the truth so help me God. I allegedly provided almost 300
pages of evidence to the OSHA investigator during the interview that took place at a public
library on August 5, 2011.
I filed an immediate objection to OSHA's investigative decision because I completely disagreed
with OSHA investigative decision. Retaliation or harassment or any other adverse action is a
violation of my protected whistleblower activities and the language of the Act. The SOX Act
does not say that unless an employee is terminated it's okay for an employer to harass and
retaliate against a known SOX whistleblower or interfere with their terms and conditions of
employment. My supervisor Mark Yankowski was aware of my whistleblower activities because
he pointed to an article that was posted in the mechanics break room which was a newspaper
article published by the Washington Examiner on July 4,2011 about my Sarbanes-Oxley
lawsuit filed against United Airlines (ll-cv-02165). On November 5,2010 I met with a
Human Resources representative (Kevin Thomas) and a union shop steward over a complaint
and grievance that I filed because of continued retaliation and payroll interference, wherein I
explained that this was a violation of my protected whistleblower activities under the Sarbanes
Oxley Act. In my grievance I also provided notice to United Airlines that any further retaliation
or adverse employment actions were a violation of my protected whistleblower activities under
SOX, but the retaliation continued long after this meeting with HR on November 5, 2010, but
what is most disturbing is that this sort of retaliatory conduct continues today. Your honor I am
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of the belief that any reasonable minded person who is presented with all the facts would
easily see that an Inference of law could be drawn and that there is a Nexus or Temporal
Proximity of Animus for Disparate Treatment in relation to my protected whistleblower
activities under SOX as well as AIR21. Your honor as recently as September 7,2012 it was
communicated to me in writing from a MetLife Determination of Benefits letters dated May
8,2011 and further proof of violations were also communicated to me in writing from the notes
and records contained in my MetLife (LTD) long term disability claims file which I received by
US Mail on October 24, 2012. Because I was placed on (EIS) extended illness status illegally
on January 17,2011 and because my employer continued to interfere with my payroll from
December 2010 through to August 8,2012 I filed a second SOX complaint with OSHA on
March 15,2011. But because I continued to experience which include numerous other past
violations listed in my first SOX complaint which I believe must be considered under equitable
tolling. Because I for all the past violations of retaliation as a. pattern and practice under a
hostile work environment I have included these past adverse employment actions within this
amended complaint.

INTRODUCTION

Your honor it's not my intention to fill this space with ramblings not related to my amended
complaint but I think it's both proper and appropriate that the complainant provide you with a
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short description of who I am and how long I have been employed with United Airlines. Your
honor I have worked for United Airlines for almost thirty years of my life. I was eighteen years
old when I accepted a position as an accounting clerk in September of 1983. My career with
United Airlines began a short time after I graduated from the United States Marine Corps boot
camp and my successful enlistment in the USMC Air Wing reserves. My family has had a long
history of working for United Airlines in management and non-management positions. I have
always held a respectable work record at United Airlines throughout my many years of
employment and during the different the many positions held as an employee. I have copies of
numerous employment recognition awards which were placed in my employment file over the
many years, but sadly enough someone at United Airlines has decided it best to remove all of my
employee recognition awards from my employee file. Fortunately I was able to make copies of
most of these records before this occurred. I am a forty-eight year old male who has never
married. My only child and son along with his mother who I was previously engaged to now live
in the city of Sofia, Bulgaria today. My fiancee moved back home to get help from her mother
and father in caring for our newborn son in 2006. My fiancee had medical problems which
required her to be admitted to the hospital in 2007.1 was improperly and illegally denied my
FMLA rights to act as a care provider for her and my son during the start of a very troubling time
at work in 2007. This single event was only the tip of the iceberg and a shadow of things to
come. Despite my continued efforts to try and convince United Airlines management in the
facilities & maintenance department that it would be best for everybody if they would just
correct their errors and make an honest effort to try and change the way that they chose to handle
internal labor and employment disputes within the department. I assured them that I would do
whatever was necessary to expose the wrongs that were committed against me.
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In the weeks before my brief was due to the ARB on March 29, 2011 it was the same week that
my psychiatrist was on vacation, I realized then that without a doctor's note I was not going to be
able to file a motion for an extension of time to submit my brief with the ARB. I also realized
that my former attorney who was retained to litigate my ADA complaint in district court was
now not going to add a State cause of action under IIED with my ADA complaint as we
discussed and agreed to. This was enough to push me into filing a litany of other charges with
my SOX complaint filed in district court on March 29, 2011 de novo. In my first SOX complaint
OSHA had already determined from their investigative decision that the SOX complaint I filed
on May 10, 2010 had already met the standards of a prima facie case but they changed their mind
and never investigated the owner of the vehicle that I reported to the police that was stalking and
following behind me throughout town. This clearly was someone from United Airlines and if
OSHA would have investigated this vehicle owner as they clearly said they were going to do my
first SOX complaint would have never been dismissed as not timely filed. I should have already
had my day in court, but instead I had to endure two more long years without pay or benefits that
has now cost me my health, my family and my home all because United Airlines decided to
conceal evidence and the record that I actually filed a long term disability claim on December
19, 2011. Instead OSHA fails to conduct a full and fair investigation, and the only response that I
seem to hear repeated to me is that even though these may be adverse employment actions they
were eventually all corrected right because after all you are still employed by United Airlines.
Your honor this is far worse than being unemployed or being terminated because I am barred
from doing any other kind of work outside of United Airlines without the express written consent
of United Airlines first otherwise I will be terminated. I can't collect unemployment because I
am still employed. But now United Airlines is seeing to it that I can't even collect from a LTD
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Benefits Policy that I have paid for and contributed to for over 10 years through automatic
payroll deductions. The same OSHA investigator assigned to investigate my SOX complaints
has once again lost, destroyed or left critical information and key evidence out of the
investigation. Never mind that I have been illegally placed on EIS and denied a return to work
which caused me to lose my contract signing bonus. Never mind that OSHA got the dates all
wrong of when I experienced continued payroll interference which represents a continued pattern
of retaliation, harassment and discrimination from a hostile work environment for two additional
years.

PLEADING REQUIREMENTS

Your honor during these past few months I have continued in my effort to secure representation
from an attorney but because of my current financial situation most attorneys will not take on my
case under a full contingency agreement or even a hybrid agreement. I have found that most
attorneys are also apprehensive to take on a case where a client already has other claims pending
in other venues such as district court. Because of the complexity of my claims and my financial
situation I am not sure I will be able to find an attorney willing to represent me in the near future.
However I will still continue in my effort to seek counsel especially if your honor finds it
necessary to address further scheduling over this matter. For these reasons I remain
unrepresented and on my own which is why I have taken as much time as I possibly to try and
correctly interpret and understand the regulations relating to Sarbanes-Oxley Act whistleblower
proceedings attached in the ORDER issued on November 19,2012. The regulations say that a
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discrimination complaint does not need to be in a particular form, as long as it is in writing
and describes the pertinent acts and omissions, along with dates which are believed to
constitute the violations. I wish to express to the court that it is not my intention to file a long
and detailed amended complaint, however I am concerned that unless I do I may not be able to
include past violations described in my first SOX complaint presented to OSHA and the OALJ in
Case No.: 2010-SOX-00048 which later resulted in this same cause of action that was filed de
novo in district court on March 29, 2011 under an amended complaint filed on April 1, 2011 of
which was also identified as case No.: ll-cv-02165.1 am concerned that unless I list all of these
past adverse employment actions within this amended SOX complaint today that I may be
prevented from recovering any damages from these past violations of my protected activities
under SOX.

PROTECTED DISCLOSURES FROM RETALIATION OF FEDERAL LAWS

The complainant has read that an employee is protected from retaliation from filing,
participating in, or assisting in a proceeding related to the listed federal provisions, if the
employer has "any knowledge" of the employee's activity. The proceeding can be one which
has been filed or is "about to be filed." I have read that some courts may construe this to mean
that an employee is protected while investigating potential fraud violations, even if the
investigation does not lead to a formal proceeding. The "filed or about to be filed" language also
appears in the anti-retaliation prohibition of the False Claims Act, and in that context protects
employees who are collecting information about possible fraud "before they have put all the
pieces of the puzzle together." Following the case law under the False Claims Act, Title VII and
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the ADA, courts should cany out Congress' intent to deter employers from punishing
employees who look into or complain about potential fraud claims, without requiring that
those employees sift the intricacies of those claims with the expertise of securities lawyers.
Employers' interests are amply protected by a test that shields a well-meaning employee who
unwittingly misconstrues the facts or misinterprets the law. After all, employers have a strong
interest in having employees come forward with their concerns about fraud, because some of
those employees may turn out to be correct. Your honor in the time that I filed my original
SOX complaint with OSHA and then filed my amended SOX complaint de novo in district court
I finally put all the pieces of this puzzle together, I believe the reasons stated and alleged in this
second amended SOX complaint are the reasons that my employer United Airlines took such
egregious and adverse employment actions against me which have only continued even as
recently as this month.

SARBANES-OXLEY TODAY

For the past 70 years, U.S. securities laws have required regular reporting of results of a
company's financial status and operations. "SOX" focuses on the accuracy of what's reported
and the reliability of the information gathering processes that ensure the accuracy of reported
results. Prior to SOX, the Securities Act of 1933 was the dominant regulatory mechanism.
The 1933 Act requires that investors receive relevant financial information on the securities
being offered for public sale, and it prohibits deceit, misrepresentations, and other fraud in the
sale of securities. The SEC requires that the information companies provide be accurate and
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certified by independent accountants. I have read that SOX goes beyond simply prohibiting
deceptive conduct and misrepresentations it actually tells public corporations how to run
themselves. "SOX" defines specific duties for employees and board members and dictates the
structure of board members. It even tells corporations how they have to conduct their day-to-day
operations to prevent theft and misappropriation, requiring them to maintain adequate internal
controls. "SOX" is a multidisciplinary piece of legislation that regulates several professions
simultaneously. Board members, auditors, attorneys, management and to include RANKand-FILE employees who may have their own statutorily scripted roles to play.

I SECURITIES & EXCHANGE DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS

1. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and state insurance departments have
added increased disclosure requirements for companies with environmental and asbestos (E&A)
exposures.
2. For insurers and non-insurers, the SEC has issued Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No. 92.
SAB 92 among other things requires a disclosure of the amount accrued for E&A and the
amount of reasonably possible losses in excess of the amount accrued.
3. The SEC has required more extensive disclosures for insurers and non-insurers. Specifically,
the SEC issued Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 92 (SAB92) in June of 1993 to clarify the SEC
position with regard to accounting for and disclosures of contingent liabilities. Financial
Accounting Standards Board ("FSAB") is looking for more footnote disclosure about a
company's environmental liabilities.
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4. There has been a movement by the SEC towards "fair value" (or mark to- market)
accounting. A duty to disclose actual or potential environmental liabilities in SEC filings
may arise under:
•

Any environmental matter that might have a material effect on its business,
liquidity or financial condition.

•

Any other material information necessary to make its disclosure not misleading.

•

Any known trend, demand, commitment, event or uncertainty that the company
cannot conclude would not reasonably have a material effect on its financial
condition or results of operations, MUST BE DISCLOSED.

•

Environmental liabilities for which the company has information that creates a
reasonable likelihood of a material effect on its financial condition or results of
operations, should also be disclosed.

•

Environmental accounting policies, if "critical" should be described.

•

Certain environmental liabilities and obligations may need to be recognized in its
financial statements and discussed in the accompanying footnotes.

•

With respect to the company's business description and description of litigation, the
following MUST ALSO BE DISCLOSED:

•

The effects compliance with environmental laws may have on its capital
expenditures, earnings and competitive position, and actual amounts budgeted for
such compliance, if material.

•

Any legal proceeding:
•

Involving a domestic governmental agency and a potential fine or
penalty in excess of $100,000;
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•

That could result in costs to the company in excess of ten percent of its
current consolidated assets; or

•

That is otherwise "material" to the company's business or financial
condition.

•

With respect to its RISK FACTORS section, the company MUST disclose:
o Significant environmental risks affecting it, such as those relating to climate
change, contamination, noncompliance, litigation and hazardous material
exposure issues.

•

Section II of the SEC memorandum provides a more thorough discussion of these
rules, including what "MATERIAL" may mean in the particular context in which it
was used.

•

Key accounting standards and guidance governing Environmental Liabilities have
been governed by a standard called "FAS5", which requires companies to accrue a
liability if that liability is probable (i.e., likely) and reasonably estimable. Certain
E&A liabilities have been carved out of the FAS5 framework and now must be
quantified at their "FAIR VALUE", including : (i) environmental asset retirement
obligations otherwise known as ARO's; (ii) certain environmental guarantees and
indemnities; and (iii) environmental liabilities acquired in a business combination.

•

Section III describes accounting standards, guidance and some practical realities of
their application.
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II ADDITIONAL DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS

5. Regulation S-K sets forth specific requirements for the disclosure that a company
must make in its registration statements filed pursuant to the Securities Act and in its
periodic reports and proxy and other information statements filed under the Exchange
Act.
6. Several SEC regulations such as Securities Act Rule 405 and Exchange Act Rule
12b-2. These rules provide that information is "material" if there is a substantial
likelihood that a reasonable investor would view the information as important in
making an investment decision.

7. In August 1999 the SEC published "SAB 99" which provides guidance on evaluating
the materiality of misstatements identified in the audit process or preparation of
financial statements.

THE LAW
SEC Rule 10b-5 states that it shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly, by the use
Of any means or instrumentality of interstate commerce, or of the mails or of any facility of any
National securities exchange:
1. To employ any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud,
2. To make any untrue statement of a material fact or to omit to state a material fact
Necessary in order to make the statements made, in the light of the circumstances under which
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They were made, not misleading, or
3. To engage in any act, practice, or course of business this operates or would operate as a
fraud or deceit upon any person, in connection with the purchase or sale of any security.
Investors and other third parties are entitled to objective information and data free from bias
And inconsistency, regardless whether such bias and inconstancy is deliberate. Therefore,
financial accounting relies on certain standards or guides that are called "Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles" (GAAP).

SOX & SECURITIES & EXCHANGE COMMISSION VIOLATIONS

1. That at all time relevant in this complaint Complainant SIMKUS has read many of UNITED
AIR LINES filings listed on the Securities & Exchange Commission Edgar Data base and has
a reasonable belief they were not accurately being reported due to his own reported disclosures
and knowledge of environmental & asbestos release episodes during the twelve years of my
employment as a facilities and maintenance mechanic at WHQ, that asbestos release episodes
and incidents did in fact occur at the United Airlines World Headquarters executive offices
and training center campus located at 1200 East Algonquin road in Elk Grove Township of
Illinois 60007.

2. That at all time relevant in this complaint Plaintiff SIMKUS had a reasonable belief that the
Defendant United Air Lines knowingly failed to disclose Environmental & Asbestos liabilities,
Environmental Risk Factors, loss contingencies, and risk factors associated with past, present,
future, or otherwise any potential asbestos release episodes and incidents that have occurred or
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may have occurred during the course of UNITED AIR LINES everyday business affairs and
operations and are certainly material in nature which exposes investors and shareholders to
potential losses today.
3.

The at all times relevant in this complaint Plaintiff SIMKUS had a reasonable belief

UNITED AIR LINES failed to not institute proper disclosure controls over any material
liabilities regarding Environmental & Asbestos liabilities, risk factors, and loss contingencies
represents a state of non-compliancy over the inaccuracy of the information not disclosed in
these SEC filings. Any decision to omit these liabilities represents fraud and leads to nonGAAP financial measures, which even today may represent serious material violation of
specific SEC rules and regulations.
4.

To omit, misstate or not disclose a material fact in the company's proxy statements,

8K, 10K, 10Q, 8K"A", 10K"A" SEC filings or otherwise could artificially inflate the markets
assessment and true value or any fair value analysis to the investors and shareholder of
UNITED AIR LINES today and at all other relevant times otherwise not mentioned.
5.

That at all time relevant in this complaint Plaintiff SIMKUS has a reasonable belief that

fraudulent reporting to the UNITED AIR LINES proxy statements, quarterly and otherwise in
all 8K, 8K"A",10K, 10K"A" and 10Q filings made to the SEC beginning after UNITED' exit
from bankruptcy and "Fresh start" period from January 20,2006-period ending December
31,2010 (Signed) February 25,2010 the information reported in the above mentioned
company filings and proxy statements, was misleading and inaccurate. And that the
information reported in those statements contained untrue statements of a material fact.
And that the Company, UNITED AIR LINES failed to maintain adequate internal
accounting controls and that other financial information did not fairly or accurately
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represent the financial condition and operational cash flow made in these filings and
statements mentioned hereinabove and below and throughout this complaint or otherwise
not mentioned but may be relevant. And that during the times of these filings that there
were no Asbestos liabilities or Asbestos related incidents, or episodes that would cause the
need for any of the following: risk exposures, loss contingencies, litigation, potential
litigation fines or pending fines due to any lawsuits or pending government lawsuits or
investigations or fines. That the filing did not report any Asbestos release episodes, and
there were no risks or reasons to accrue capital risk funding, environmental and asbestos
insurance policies or indemnities needed, and in ITEM1A. RISK FACTORS. There have
been no material changes to the risk factors set forth therein.

6.

That at all times relevant and throughout this complaint, Plaintiff SIMKUS had a

reasonable belief that the information reported during the periods from January 20,2006period ending thru to December 31,2010 as (undersigned) by CEO and Executive Vice
President and Chief Financial Officer and principle financial accounting officer Kathryn
A. Mikells and as (undersigned) on February 25,2010 and also during the same time period
as (undersigned) by the (CEO) Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Glenn F. Tilton that
the information reported in these filings and during this period time that the company
UNITED Air Lines may not have always retained the substantial risk capital necessary to protect
UNITED AIR LINES investors and shareholders' interests during this same period of time for
Environmental and Asbestos loss contingencies liabilities, risk exposures, contingency losses, to
insure against any future potential asbestos litigation that may arise from any civil law suit or
class-action law suits due to an asbestos release episode or incident during employment at a
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UNITED AIR LINES leased or owned facility of which UNITED AIR LINES conducted
business for groups of employees and UNITED AIR LINES shareholders in the past, present or
future. Plaintiff SIMKUS is a shareholder today and UNITED AIR LINES has failed to
protect my investments by not providing or maintaining appropriate or adequate (also known
as Para 5) risk Capital funds against Asbestos & Environmental risk exposures and loss
contingencies, required by the rules and regulations of the SEC for registrants who are publicly
traded on the U.S. stock markets today.

7.

That at all time relevant in this complaint and beginning with the 8K filing made on May

9,2007 as (undersigned) by CEO and Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
and principle financial accounting officer "FREDERIC F. BRACE" who signed off on as to
the accuracy of the reported information listed on page (39,42) Environmental Proceedings.
That there were no Asbestos liabilities, risk exposures, loss contingencies, litigation,
potential litigation fines or pending fines due to any lawsuits or pending government
lawsuits or government investigations, fines or pending government fines over Asbestos
liabilities. That the filing did not report any Asbestos release episodes, and there were no
risks or reasons to accrue capital risk funding, environmental and asbestos insurance
policies or indemnities needed, and in ITEM 1A. RISK FACTORS. There have been no
material changes to the risk factors set forth therein.

8.

That at all time relevant in this complaint and after my review of the 10Q filing made on

July 30,2007 as (undersigned) by CEO and Executive Vice President and Chief Financial
Officer and principle financial accounting officer "FREDERIC F. BRACE" who signed off
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on as to the accuracy of the reported information listed on page (26,50) Legal and
Environmental Contingencies which read: UAL and United have certain contingencies resulting
from litigation and claims (including environmental issues) incident to the ordinary course of
business. Management believes, after considering a number of factors, including(but not limited
to) the views of legal counsel, the nature of the contingencies and prior experiences, that the
ultimate resolution of these contingencies will not material affect UAL's or United's
consolidated financial position or results of operations. UAL and United record liabilities for
legal and environmental claims when a loss is probable and reasonably estimable. These amounts
are recorded based on management's assessments of the likelihood of their eventual disposition.
The amounts of these liabilities could increase or decrease in the near term, based on the
revisions to estimates relating to the various contingencies. In this 10Q filing there was no
mention of Asbestos release episodes, liabilities, risk exposures, loss contingencies, litigation,
potential litigation fines or pending fines due to any lawsuits or pending government
lawsuits or government investigations, fines or pending government fines over Asbestos
liabilities. This the filing did not report any Asbestos release episodes, and there were no
risks or reasons to accrue capital risk funding, environmental and asbestos insurance
policies or mention of policy indemnities, or contract guarantees against asbestos liabilities
or contingencies to UAL or United.

9.

That at all time relevant in this complaint and after my review of the 10Q filing made on

October 31,2007 as (undersigned) by CEO and Executive Vice President and Chief
Financial Officer and principle financial accounting officer "FREDERIC F. BRACE" who
signed off on as to the accuracy of the reported information listed on page (49,59,88) Legal and
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Environmental Contingencies which read: UAL and United have certain contingencies resulting
from litigation and claims (including environmental issues) incident to the ordinary course of
business. Management believes, after considering a number of factors, including(but not limited
to) the views of legal counsel, the nature of the contingencies and prior experiences, that the
ultimate resolution of these contingencies will not material affect UAL's or United's
consolidated financial position or results of operations. When appropriate, UAL and United
record liabilities for legal and environmental claims when a loss is probable and reasonably
estimable. These amounts are recorded based on management's assessments of the likelihood of
their eventual disposition. The amounts of these liabilities could increase or decrease in the near
term, based on the revisions to estimates relating to the various(claims) or contingencies. In this
10Q filing there was no mention of Asbestos release episodes, liabilities, risk exposures, loss
contingencies, litigation, potential litigation fines or pending fines due to any lawsuits or
pending government lawsuits or government investigations, fines or pending government
fines over Asbestos liabilities. This the filing did not report any Asbestos release episodes,
and there were no risks or reasons to accrue capital risk funding, environmental and
asbestos insurance policies or mention of policy indemnities, or contract guarantees against
asbestos liabilities or contingencies to UAL or United.

10.

That at all time relevant in this complaint and after my review of the 10Q filing made on

May 9,2008 as (undersigned) by CEO and Executive Vice President and Chief Financial
Officer and principle financial accounting officer "FREDERIC F. BRACE" who signed off
on as to the accuracy of the reported information listed on page (23,51) Legal and
Environmental Contingencies which read: The company has certain contingencies resulting
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from litigation and claims (including environmental issues) incident to the ordinary course of
business. Management believes, after considering a number of factors, including(but not limited
to) the views of legal counsel, the nature of the contingencies and prior experiences, that the
ultimate resolution of these contingencies will not material affect UAL's or United's
consolidated financial position or results of operations. When appropriate, UAL and United
record liabilities for legal and environmental claims when a loss is probable and reasonably
estimable. These amounts are recorded based on management's assessments of the likelihood of
their eventual disposition. The amounts of these liabilities could increase or decrease in the near
term, based on the revisions to estimates relating to the various(claims) or contingencies. In this
10Q filing there was no mention of Asbestos release episodes, liabilities, risk exposures, loss
contingencies, litigation, potential litigation fines or pending fines due to any lawsuits or
pending government lawsuits or government investigations, fines or pending government
fines over Asbestos liabilities. This the filing did not report any Asbestos release episodes,
and there were no risks or reasons to accrue capital risk funding, environmental and
asbestos insurance policies or mention of policy indemnities, or contract guarantees against
asbestos liabilities or contingencies to UAL or United.

11.

That at all time relevant in this complaint and after my review of the 10Q filing made on

July23,2008 as (undersigned) by CEO and Executive Vice President and Chief Financial
Officer and principle financial accounting officer "FREDERIC F. BRACE" who signed off
on as to the accuracy of the reported information listed on page (33,74,) Legal and
Environmental Contingencies which read: The company has certain contingencies resulting
from litigation and claims (including environmental issues) incident to the ordinary course of
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business. Management believes, after considering a number of factors, including(but not limited
to) the views of legal counsel, the nature of the contingencies and prior experiences, that the
ultimate resolution of these contingencies will not material affect UAL's or United's
consolidated financial position or results of operations. When appropriate, UAL and United
record liabilities for legal and environmental claims when a loss is probable and reasonably
estimable. These amounts are recorded based on management's assessments of the likelihood of
their eventual disposition. The amounts of these liabilities could increase or decrease in the near
term, based on the revisions to estimates relating to the various (claims) or contingencies. In this
10Q filing there was no mention of Asbestos release episodes, liabilities, risk exposures, loss
contingencies, litigation, potential litigation fines or pending fines due to any lawsuits or
pending government lawsuits or government investigations, fines or pending government
fines over Asbestos liabilities. This the filing did not report any Asbestos release episodes,
and there were no risks or reasons to accrue capital risk funding, environmental and
asbestos insurance policies or mention of policy indemnities, or contract guarantees against
asbestos liabilities or contingencies to UA L or United.

HISTORY OF REPORTED ASBESTOS RELATED VIOLATIONS

1.

That because Plaintiff SIMKUS was previously trained and qualified to recognize serious

asbestos health and safety issues, SIMKUS only acted responsibly by reporting these serious
friable asbestos release episodes or incidents because they represented to be very serious health
concerns to any united airlines employee or otherwise who may have knowingly or unknowingly
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walked, over them or in some accounts even performed daily work duties and who surely came
within the vicinity of these asbestos contaminated areas.
2.

SIMKUS and other FM mechanics made these shared concerns known in writing through

the years of 2007, 2008, and 2009 by documenting it on a dry-erase (4'x6') white board (known
as an "Issue Board") which was attached to the wall outside of the office of Ken Weslander and
who also was the WHQFM manager responsible for all facilities and maintenance at the WHQ
campus of united Airlines.

3.

That because Plaintiff SIMKUS reported these numerous asbestos release incidents to

the regional OSHA office and members of United Airlines management within his department of
WHQFM, SIMKUS at different documented times from 2007'-2009' SIMKUS had a reasonable
belief he was not only experiencing possible predicate acts of retaliation and discrimination but
were surely adverse employment actions which were a contributing factor to my protected
whistleblower activities under the SOX Act and later the AIR21 Act.

4.

That at all times relevant in this complaint Plaintiff SIMKUS had a reasonable belief that

if these adverse employment actions were not predicate acts against SIMKUS for reporting his
asbestos concerns they were certainly a contributing factor to his asbestos disclosures made to
OSHA and members of United Airlines management at different times during his time of
employment as a facilities mechanic at WHQFM from the years of 1998' thru 2009'.

5.

That because SIMKUS later learned that every time SIMKUS or any other mechanics

wrote down the same serious concerns over friable asbestos release episodes at the WHQ campus
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those other mechanics who made the same disclosures never experienced any retaliation
whatsoever and certainly not in the way SIMKUS had experienced. The continued retaliatory
and adverse employment actions caused SIMKUS to document and log further acts of continued
retaliation in a pocket calendar (daily) during the years beginning in 2008, and 2009.
6.

Although these asbestos release incidents continued to occur throughout the WHQ

campus and were continually documented in writing by SIMKUS and other FM mechanics to
Ken Weslanders' (the FM manager) own issue board (which SIMKUS documented at different
times upon the completion of his shift) SIMKUS soon learned that upon returning to work the
following day these asbestos concerns were always found to be erased.

7.

Because these were such serious health concerns and these concerns continued to be

erased it prompted SIMKUS to take pictures (with his cell phone) of his and other mechanics
written concerns made on our managers (Ken Weslanders') issue board over these asbestos
release incidents. See Exhibits

8.

These asbestos release incidents were occurring more frequently throughout the entire

WHQ campus because of major renovation projects that were being performed by outside
contractors to update the old United "EXO" or "WHQ" facility from 1999'-today of 2011'.

9.

The construction of this campus began in 1959' and was occupied sometime in 1961'.

This facility was known to have an unusually high amount of asbestos throughout the entire
campus because it was used as an insulator on most all hot water pipes throughout the campus
and sprayed on many ceilings within the WHQ offices because of its fire resistant properties.
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Asbestos was once the product of choice for these purposes and this United Airlines facility had
a lot of it which was simply due to its date of construction. Which the complainant believes is the
main reason that United Airlines has since recently practically abandoned the entire South
campus WHQ building and moved their operations to the Willis Tower in downtown Chicago.

10. The critical components of infrastructure that supported the United Airlines underground
computer network and data center at this WHQ campus represented the heartbeat of the entire
airline operation. If the Network crashed due to loss of power or failed switchover to back up
power or a failure of any of the other critical mechanical components that also supported the
computer network and data center it meant millions in lost revenue. These concerns relate to my
past reports of falsification of facility and maintenance daily inspection reports.
There was a motive behind United Airlines efforts to conceal the true risk and poor condition of
its critical infrastructure at the WHQ campus. Some of the past network outages supports the fact
that United Airlines was putting the entire flying public at risk. Because it shows that these
critical facilities were allowed to dwindle away into a state of disrepair which represented a great
risk United revenue stream and it posed as a genuine risk to shareholders if the true condition of
United's outdated and crumbling infrastructure was never properly disclosed in any past SOX
audits. This is what occurred in my department during the time I was a facilities and maintenance
mechanic at this WHQ facility. Any inability to reliably support network and data center was a
liability United Airlines and the shareholders. A lack of oversight and a failure of internal
controls which represented a great risk in United's ability to prevent future network outages.
Network outages affected the entire airline operation system-wide. I reported that daily facilities
and maintenance inspection reports were being pencil whipped, falsified or not turned over to
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SOX auditors and I was retaliated for it. I was retaliated for saving the share holders, the
corporation and members of the flying public from future network outages and I was retaliated
for it. is why this past year (2012) United Airlines has begun construction of an entirely new
above ground computer data and network facility at the same WHQ campus.

11.

That plaintiff SIMKUS' had an objective and subjective belief his expressed, documented

and reported concerns were in fact legitimate and material concerns to the SEC and United
Airlines shareholders because SIMKUS understood the potential legal liability over the
possibility of future civil litigation from any exposures to United Airlines employees in the near
future. I have read that many attorneys who practice asbestos litigation today know these
seriously potential liabilities as the "Asbestos Dragon" but also because of the lost revenue every
time a network outage occurred to the United Airlines computer network and data center.

12.

The fact is any health related injuries resulting from asbestos exposures could result in

commonly known cancers known as mesothelioma or asbestosis. These types of exposures to
asbestos carry a thirty to forty year latency period and could represent a monumental liability
which SIMKUS had a reasonable belief that if left unreported, and more asbestos release
incidents continued in the future it could certainly rise to a level that may eventually affect the
United Airlines shareholder values immensely. Not to mention these exposure could permanently
affect any number of United Airlines employees who may have already been exposed in the past
present and future.
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13.

That on May 10, 2010 SIMKUS timely filed a Sarbanes-Oxley Whistleblower complaint

with the regional OSHA office because he initially held a reasonable belief that there were
serious corporate violations occurring within his department that represented acts of fraud, gross
mismanagement and possible racketeering that involved his AMFA union by acting in collusion
to intentionally deny SIMKUS his entitled shares of company stock and intentionally delayed in
proving him payment over his already approved workers compensation settlement agreement.

14.

That Plaintiff SIMKUS also reported that he had a reasonable belief a second manager

within his department of WHQFM had improperly awarded major renovation contracts to a
company owned by his brother and that were in fact were being made within the WHQ campus
of United Airlines were SIMKUS worked. Unreported asbestos release episodes and incidents
during major remodeling and renovation work in a facility already known to contain asbestos
represented to be a serious violation of OSHA laws but more importantly these violations
possibly represented United Airlines failure to meet the SEC, FSAB and SAB disclosure
requirements.

15.

In 1999 and 2000 facilities mechanic SIMKUS held a previously recognized and

accredited AHERA certificate from Moraine Valley College to oversee asbestos abatement not
only in a supervisory role but also as an asbestos worker who was qualified to perform asbestos
abatement work, but also qualified to recognize a potential health hazards.
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16.

This type of work was routinely performed by SIMKUS and other qualified UNITED

facilities mechanics from 1998'-2001' during abatement projects at the UNITED World
Headquarters and Executive offices and training center.

17.

That SIMKUS was qualified to act in a supervisory role and perform asbestos abatement

work and to oversee work and did perform this type of asbestos abatement work during the same
time that vendors were contracted out to perform asbestos abatement work at the United Airlines
World Headquarters Executive offices and the eight story training center and hotel already
identified and located at the address described hereinabove and throughout this complaint.

18.

That SIMKUS in fact discovered and reported violations to his supervisors Bob Milner,

Roman Krupa and Gerry Huerta, as well as a lead mechanic Tom Strobel during the time
asbestos abatement work was being performed in classrooms that were being abated in
classrooms on the second floor of the eight story training center in 1999 by Hyde Park
Environmental Services.

19.

That ever since SIMKUS executed a stop work order against the abatement work and the

contractor known as Hyde Park Environmental who was performing the asbestos abatement
work in the training center classrooms of 8201, 8203, 8208, 8211 and 8213.
20.

That SIMKUS became a target of retaliation from this point forward and was subjected to

different terms and conditions of employment than other employees with whom he worked with
in his department. That this was a contributing factor for the continued acts of retaliation
SIMKUS would continue to experience in 1999' and has since experienced up and to today.
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21.

That due to a lack of oversight in monitoring asbestos abatement workers performing

work in UNITED' four story North building office of WHQ a major fire occurred on August 11,
1999' that caused several millions of dollars of damage and lost revenue to UNITED' and its
shareholders which represented early examples of gross mismanagement and non-compliance
over OSHA laws. United failed to recognize the need to provide qualified and trained employees
to provide proper oversight to see that contract work was being performed accurately, timely,
and safely.

22.

OSHA fines still continued to occur as recently as 2008 and 2009 for non-compliance

violations relating to asbestos or other existing noncompliance safety issues at WHQ and or the
department SIMKUS was forced to transfer to at Chicago's O' hare International Airport and
department known as ORDPV. Other employees throughout the system of which United Airlines
operated and conducted its business have filed similar complaints and lawsuits for asbestos
environment violations or worse personal injury lawsuits.
23.

That even after a continued "Hostile Work Environment" was reported by Plaintiff

SIMKUS in writing on October 10,2007 to the Human Resources department this hostile work
environment not only continued to exist and go uncorrected but actually became worse.
24.

That because this hostile work environment continued to go uncorrected by UNITED'

human resources department now caused Plaintiff SIMKUS to file two documented "Loss Theft"
reports to UNITED' corporate security department that never were investigated.
25.

That because a hostile work environment continued and because several new adverse

employment actions were being committed by UNITED against SIMKUS, it now caused
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Plaintiff SIMKUS to file for the first time in his twenty-five (25) year career four AMFA union
grievances against UNITED' WHQFM management including even senior coworkers who were
members of his own union.
26.

That because members of the Plaintiff SIMKUS' own union were acting in collusion

with UNITED' WHQFM management against SIMKUS by not following through with the
responsibilities to process and pursue SIMKUS four grievances to a second step and because
SIMKUS was notified by the newly represented IBT committeeman (Kevin Giegoldt) that
SIMKUS' grievances were believed to have been shredded caused SIMKUS to now file for the
first time in his career at UNITED charges with the EEOC on April 8, 2008.
27.

MY whistleblower activities and disclosures continued to be reported to members of

UNITED Human Resources, UNITED' WHQFM management, and AMFA union shop
stewards at different times during SIMKUS' employment at this UNITED AIR LINES World
Headquarters Facility & Maintenance department (hereinafter referred to as ("WHQFM"))
beginning from the day of a fiber release episode report documented and reported on
07/22/1999' which were followed by additional asbestos fiber release episodes that went
completely unreported by Defendant UNITED through to the year of April 26, 2009'.

28. SIMKUS was now forced to transfer out of WHQFM to a different point and station of
UNITED further identified as ORDPV at Chicago O' hare International Airport. Simkus now
had to work the afternoon shift in order to become familiar with new job assignments. Simkus
now had a much longer commute to and from work and this created additional stress and anxiety
to Simkus' preexisting condition.
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29. On November 5, 2010 and throughout many months of 2011 complainant Simkus also
informed his new supervisor "Mark Yankowski" and manager "Bob Hetherington" and other
representatives of United and the new Employee Service Center after filing an internal [EIM]
harassment complaint for continued payroll violations and LTD claim violations under a
continued hostile work environment.
30. United Airlines was fully aware of the disclosures that SIMKUS made to OSHA and to the
SEC which included direct disclosures to an independent SEC investigator. Simkus made the
facts know of his whistleblower activities to a human resources representative (Kevin Thomas)
during an investigation that took place on November 5, 2010. SIMKUS previously made it
known to management in the ORDPV department (Yankowski, Ruiz, Hetherington, K. Reid) that
he was even contacted by an SEC investigator who interviewed SIMKUS over the phone on
September 28, 2010.

The Sarbanes-Oxlev Act of 2002,18 U.S.C 1514A "SOX" or "the Act"
The SOX Act provides "Whistleblower Protection for Employees of Publicly Traded
Companies" provision provides that no publicly traded company, including officers, employees,
Contractors, subcontractors, or agents of the company, may "discharge, demote, suspend,
Threaten, harass, or in any manner discriminate against an employee in the terms and conditions
Of employment" because of any "lawful act" done by the employee to:
a) Disclose or assist in an investigation regarding conduct that the employee "reasonably
believes" is a violation of federal mail fraud, wire fraud, bank fraud, securities fraud
laws, any SEC rule or regulation, or any provision of federal law that relates to fraud
against shareholders; or
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b) File, participate in, or assist with a proceeding relating to an alleged violation of federal
mail fraud, wire fraud, bank fraud, or securities fraud laws; any SEC rule; or any
provision of federal law that relates to fraud against shareholders. 18 U.S.C. 1514A(a).
As with other retaliation provisions, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act does not require the employee to
Correctly identify fraud in order to receive its protections; instead, the employee need only have
a reasonable belief that the conduct reported constitutes a violation of federal securities laws.
Sarbanes-Oxley Section 1107, codified at 18 U.S.C. 1513, provides criminal penalties of fine or
Imprisonment or both for retaliation against a whistleblower who provides truthful information
to a law enforcement officer regarding the commission of a federal offense. Section 1107
appears
To apply to reports of wrongdoing, of any federal law not just fraud against shareholders.
Furthermore, Section 1107 prohibits any form of intentional retaliation, "including interference
with the lawful employment or livelihood of any person."
SECTION 922 (b) and (c) and SECTION 929A of the DODD-FRANK Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act (DFA) P.L. 111-203
Enacted July 21,2010
SECTION 922 (b) and (c) of the DFA amend U.S.C. 1514A, the whistleblower provision of the
Corporate and Criminal Fraud Accountability Act, Title VIII of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
922. WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION
(1) STATUE OF LIMITATIONS; JURY TRIAL - Section 1514A(b)(2) of Title 18, United
States Code, is amended(A) in subparagraph (D) (i)
by striking '90' and inserting ' 180'; and
(ii)
by striking the period at the end and inserting ', or after the date on
which the employee became aware of the violation.'; and
(B) by adding at the end the following:
(E) JURY TRIAL - A party to an action brought under paragraph (1)(B) shall be
entitled to a trial by jury.
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(2) PRIVATE SECURITIES LITIGATION WITNESSES; NONENFORCEABILITY;
INFORMATION- Section 1514A of title 18,
(e) Non-enforceability of Certain Provisions Waiving Rights and Remedies or Requiring
Arbitration of Disputes(1) WAIVER OF RIGHTS AND REMEDIES- The rights and remedies
provided for in this section may not be waived by any agreement, policy
form, or condition of employment, including by a pre-dispute arbitration
agreement.
(2) PREDISPUTE ARBITRATION AGREEMENTS- No pre-dispute
arbitration agreement shall be valid or enforceable, if the agreement
requires arbitration of a dispute arising under this section.
(a) WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION FOR EMPLOYEES OF PUBLICLY
TRADED COMPANIES
No company with a class of securities registered under section 12 of the Securities Exchange Act
Of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 781), or that is required to file reports under section 15 (d) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78o(d)), or any officer, employee, contractor, subcontractor, or
Agent of such company, may discharge, demote, suspend, threaten, harass, or in any other
manner discriminate against an employee in the terms and conditions of employment because of
any lawful act done by the employee—
(1) to provide information, cause information to be provided, or otherwise assist in an
investigation regarding any conduct which the employee reasonably believes constitutes a
violation of section 1341, 1343, 1344, or 1348, any rule or regulation of the Securities and
Exchange Commission, or any provision of federal law relating to fraud against shareholders,
When the information or assistance is provided to or the investigation is conducted by~
XA) a Federal regulatory or law enforcement agency;
'(B) any Member of Congress or any committee of Congress; or
'(C) A person with supervisory authority over the employee (or such other person working for
the employer who has the authority to investigate, discover, or terminate misconduct); or
'(2) to file, cause to be filed, testify, participate in, or otherwise assist in a proceeding filed or
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about to be filed (with any knowledge of the employer) relating to an alleged violation of section
1341, 1343, 1344, or 1348, any rule or regulation of the Securities and Exchange Commission, or
Any provision of Federal law relating to fraud against shareholders.
'(b) ENFORCEMENT ACTION'(1) IN GENERAL- A person who alleges discharge or other discrimination by any person in
Violation of subsection (a) may seek relief under subsection (c), by—
'(A) filing a complaint with the Secretary of Labor; or
"(B) if the Secretary has not issued a final decision within 180 days of the filing of the complaint
And there is no showing that such delay is due to the bad faith of the claimant, bringing an action
At law or equity for de novo review in the appropriate district court of the United States, which
Shall have jurisdiction over such an action without regard to the amount in controversy.

II. PARTIES
1. That Plaintiff SIMKUS is a male citizen of the United States and the State Of
Illinois, and at all times relevant to this complaint, was a resident of Cook County Illinois.
2. That the Defendant UNITED is a corporation organized under the laws of the
State of Delaware and is in the business of owning and operating an airline with its
Principle place of business and headquarters located in Chicago, Illinois.
3. That at all times relevant in this complaint, Plaintiff SIMKUS was an
"Employee" of Defendant UNITED within the meaning of Title VII, the ADA and
Who was employed as a Building Maintenance Mechanic also described as afacilities
maintenance mechanic at UNITED's World Headquarters Executive Office and training center
campus located at 1200 East Algonquin Road, Elk Grove Townshiplllinois 60007.
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4. That at all times relevant in this complaint, Plaintiff SIMKUS was an
"Employee" of Defendant UNITED and that all acts of retaliation alleged herein were
Committed against SIMKUS in violation of his "protected activity" as a "whistleblower"
As defined and described within Title VIII, Section 806 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
[Corporate and Criminal Fraud Accountability] while he was employed as a Building
Maintenance Mechanic also described as a Facilities Plant Maintenance Engineer at
UNITED's World Headquarters Executive Office and training center campus located at
1200 East Algonquin Road, Elk Grove Township Illinois, 60007 and during his employment at
Chicago O' Hare Airport in the ORDPV department.
5. That at all times relevant in this complaint, Defendant UNITED was an "Employer" and
recognized as a "covered entity" and a "publicly traded company" and whose "equities or debt
securities" are registered and traded under the U.S. Securities Exchange Act, as defined under
Title VIII of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and all other applicable sections Securities Exchange
Commission as amended.
6. That at all times relevant in this complaint, Plaintiff SIMKUS was an "Employee" of
Defendant UNITED, and that SIMKUS was under a contract bargaining agreement (hereinafter
referred to as a ("CBA")), as a member of the Aircraft Mechanics Fraternal Association
(hereinafter referred to as ("AMFA") and or the Teamsters Union local 781 ("union")). That at
all times relevant in this complaint, that all alleged acts occurred or were committed during the
time SIMKUS was employed as a facilities maintenance mechanic at UNITED's World
Headquarters Executive Office and training center campus located at 1200 East Algonquin
Road, Elk Grove Township Illinois 60007 or Chicago O Hare Airport.
7. That the Defendant UNITED is a corporation organized under the laws of the
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State of Delaware and is in the business of owning and operating with its principle place
Of Business and Headquarters located at 77 W. Wacker Dr. Chicago, Illinois 60601 and
1200 East Algonquin Rd., Elk Grove Township Illinois 60007.
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
1.

That on May 10, 2010 and on March 15, 2011 SIMKUS timely filed a Sarbanes-Oxley

complaint with the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (hereinafter referred to as
("OSHA")) And the United States Department of Labor (hereinafter referred to as ("DOL")), and
in following with Section 1514A (b) (1) (B) of SOX in 29C.F.R.§1980.101andl980.114(a) of
Section 806 that prohibits retaliation against employees who blow the whistle on covered entities
engaged in violations of (including accountancy Violations), securities fraud or other federal
crimes.

2.

That when it is found to be in accordance with the DOL procedures and before any final

decision from the Secretary of Labor and (hereinafter referred to as ("SOL")) that has not yet
been issued under the DOL administrative procedures within one hundred-eighty (180) days of
The filing of the complaint, that an employee may initiate a de novo private cause of action in
Federal district court, providing the employee's own bad faith did not cause the delay.
3. That SIMKUS filed three separate Police reports with the Arlington Heights police
department on 11/21/2008 and 11/25/2008 and again on May 3, 2010 which was only seven
Days before SIMKUS filed his SOX complaint with OSHA on May 10, 2010. That SIMKUS
Reported these alleged incidents to the OSHA investigator and provided copies of the police
Reports regarding these incidents.
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4. That on October 10,2007 SIMKUS sent an email to UNITED's human resources
department and corporate security department expressing his concerns over the obvious
Improper handling of an internal and departmental discrimination investigation between
himself and some of his fellow union members but also because of his concerns for future
retaliation from some of his fellow senior union coworkers as well as from management
within his department.
5. That on August 18, 2008 SIMKUS was required to participate in a two hour internal
investigation for acts of "Theft and Fraud" occurring within his department World
Headquarters
Facilities Maintenance, (hereafter referred to as ("WHQFM")) and this investigation was the
decision of the senior manager "Barb Forrest" (of WHQVP) and "Sandy Tibbitts" (of WHQHR).

6.

That SIMKUS disclosed to the senior manager Barb Forrest that fraud and deceptive and

inaccurate reporting was occurring during the time of a SOX audit of WHQFM. That fellow
Union members and shop steward Mike Gray conspired with WHQFM management to hide the
truth about theft and fraud occurring within the department.

7.

That Mr. Gray personally witnessed this supervisor in the act of theft. Mr. Gray (my

Shop steward) and other union members refused to cooperate and speak the truth and moved to
protect supervisors and managers who were guilty of violations of federal and corporate laws.

8.

Management in my department, AMFA union coworkers, specific work compensation
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attorneys (who were solicited to me by the union), specific adjusters from the risk
management provider (Gallagher & Bassett), and the independent medical clinics performing
(1MB) independent medical evaluations were acting in collusion with management, and that
SIMKUS reasonably believed represented a pattern of racketeering, which also had a direct
relationship to the loss of his entitled stock by improperly reporting his work injury.
9. SIMKUS documented these violations and over ten other separate incidents that presented a
pattern of collusion between management and members of his own union. That his union
coworkers were getting a monetary returns for their actions to collude with management. That
management in the WHQFM department secretly opened a secret savings account in the credit
union of United Airlines World Headquarters campus only for the select mechanics' that were in
an this organized group. This select group of mechanics and management were taking recycled
metals from major renovation jobs and cashed it in for their own private benefits. This select and
organized group collected so much cash from these recycled materials and renovation projects
that they needed to open a secret account that only specific mechanics and members of
management would be allowed to withdraw money from, as it was only for the use of specific
group of union and management employees.
10.

SIMKUS attempted to disrupt what he reasonably believed was a "triangle of fraud" from

re-occurring at the United Airlines World Headquarters. SIMKUS at all times relevant in this
Complaint and during this investigation by his testimony to Barb Forrest during an internal
investigation for theft and fraud during a "SOX" audit within the department of which SIMKUS
Worked. And that SIMKUS acted with "due diligence" in reporting these serious concerns to the
EEOC after writing over twenty lengthy emails, which led to SIMKUS into filing several
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discrimination And retaliation charges against UNITED.
11.

That at all times relevant in this complaint SIMKUS reported that he was constantly

Being subjected to an uncorrected "Hostile Work Environment" and complained about it to HR
By writing an email on 10/10/2007 and the work environment became worse.

12.

That at all times relevant in this complaint SIMKUS notified the EEOC investigator in

Writing beginning on April 8, 2008 and through the years of 2010 that he was being constantly
Retaliated ever since his whistleblower activities and original whistleblower activities began in
September of 2007, and that SIMKUS continued to blow the whistle as recent as March 2011.

13.

SIMKUS was misled by UNITED AIR LINES management and even his union shop

Stewards of the true reasons he was being retaliated against. This deception by UNITED
Management and by my own union shop steward (M. Gray) kept me from filing a SarbanesOxley complaint with OSHA, which denied me my rights.

14.

On May 10,2010 SIMKUS filed his first SOX complaint with the regional OSHA office.

15.

That on or about February 2008-2009, SIMKUS for the first time in his career

was forced to file four separate union grievances with the AMFA union. That SIMKUS
requested his shop steward (Mike Gray) to help him complete the grievances and was
denied any assistance except the signature of the grievances by the shop steward Mike Gray.

16. That not one grievance ever made it to a second step, and that SIMKUS routinely
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inquired with the union representative as to the status of said grievances over the following
months and year(s) only to learn from the new IBT union committeeman (Kevin Giegoldt) that
all grievances that SIMKUS submitted were allegedly destroyed by way of shredding when the
AMFA union committee hall was entered for the first time by the new representative members.

That Plaintiff SIMKUS complained to Defendant UNITED and was subjected to further
harassment, different terms and conditions of employment and disciplined. That Plaintiff
SIMKUS was treated differently in his work place as aforementioned because of disabilities and
retaliated against for engaging in protected activity in violation of the ADA. That by the conduct
described hereinabove, the Defendant UNITED has willfully and intentionally, with malice or
reckless disregard of the Plaintiff SIMKUS' rights as an employee, engaged in unlawful and
discriminatory employment practices in treating the Plaintiff with different terms and conditions
as other similarity situated employees, including but not limited to denying him reasonable
accommodations; assigning him to work in areas in violation of federal safety laws; denying him
medical leave and attention in violation of Title VII, the ADEA and the ADA.That as a direct
and proximate result of the aforementioned wrongful and discriminatory practices performed by
the Defendant UNITED, by and through its duly authorized agents, servants and or employees,
Plaintiff SIMKUS has suffered and continues to suffer lost wages, lost benefits and other
pecuniary damages. That as a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned wrongful and
discriminatory practices performed by the Defendant UNITED, by and through its duly
authorized agents, servants and or employees, Plaintiff SIMKUS has experienced substantial
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ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND HISTORY

1.

Plaintiff SIMKUS has been an employee of UNITED for twenty-seven years who

Internally transferred from a ramp-service and refueling position at O'Hare Airport to the
United Airlines World Headquarters campus of the Facilities and Maintenance
Department (hereinafter described as ("WHQFM" or "FM")) after successfully passing a
Mandatory mechanic's competency test approximately in the month of February 1998.

2.

Plaintiff SIMKUS held a respectable employment record and received several

Recognition awards at different times throughout the years SIMKUS was working within
The WHQFM department SIMKUS worked proactively to become involved and even
Volunteered in any departmental training, departmental huddle meetings and other
Activities to improve his skills described within his position as a mechanic as well as to
Support and strengthen the efficiency, and overall duties and responsibilities expected of
Mechanics who were working in the Facilities and Maintenance department WHQFM of
which was the department that SIMKUS also worked in.

3. That on and before October 4, 2000 Plaintiff SIMKUS volunteered to again
Enroll in a company sponsored and financed refresher course to obtain an (AHERA)
Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act certificate as recognized by the U.S. EPA
Under Title II of the Toxic Substances Control Act 40 CFR part 763. This course and
Its accreditation was given by the Environmental Institute at Moraine Valley Community
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College who issued a certificate to SIMKUS after successfully passing a written
examination and completing the full worker refresher course required. This AHERA
certificate was further approved and recognized by the Illinois Department of Public
Health and Department of Environmental Management.
4. That several of the campus buildings either known, described or comprised of
Within this site of the United Airlines World Headquarters campus located at 1200 east
Algonquin Road in unincorporated Wheeling Township of Elk Grove Village Illinois
Began construction in 1959 or earlier and were completed and occupied approximately in
The year 1961. That all buildings within this site and campus of UNITED were known
And identified to have Asbestos Contained Materials (hereinafter referred to as ("ACM")
Throughout its facilities.

5. That this site was also known and described as the Executive Offices ("EXO")
Later identified as the World Headquarters of United Airlines (hereinafter referred to as
("WHQ")) As the same identified workplace of SIMKUS from February 1998 to April
Of 2009 as WHQFM. That it was also a known fact that this UNITED campus to include
The "ETC" or executive training center also identified as the "Executive Training Center"
(Hereinafter referred to as ("ETC")) was utilized as a hotel and training center for new
Flight attendant training and or recurrent training of employees in any or all other
Classifications to include pilots, flight attendants, ramp-service workers, management
Positions, non-management and salaried employees or otherwise to include all other
Groups and all other buildings not specifically mentioned herein as to have been also
Utilized at this same campus owned and operated by UNITED and utilized by any and all
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employees at all times relevant in this complaint.
6. That at all times relevant in this complaint and approximately in the summer of
2000 or 2001 while SIMKUS was working as a facilities mechanic who held a valid
AHERA Contractor/Project Supervisor and worker certificate SIMKUS observed
What he reasonably believed to be violations occurring during the abatement of Asbestos
Work being performed by an independently contracted vendor at the ETC which caused
SIMKUS to only act responsibly by issuing a STOP WORK ORDER against said
Contractor until the appropriate corrections were made.
7. That from this time forward and at all times relevant in this complaint
WHQFM management and or more specifically the senior manager "Ken Weslander"
Who was the manager over SIMKUS now decided to intentionally delay making the
Payment to Moraine Valley College to cover the costs after SIMKUS just completed the
Described refresher course in 2000, and who also later refused to the best of my
Knowledge to send any other FM mechanics in the future to become AHERA qualified or
Otherwise.
8. SIMKUS believes that the intentional and retaliatory conduct he has since
Experienced which was conducted by WHQFM management from this point in time
Forward in the year 2000 was absolutely relevant to SIMKUS' decision to speak out
Against what SIMKUS only reasonably believed were serious health and safety violations
As was proximately recognized from the time of his training, which SIMKUS believes to
Have begun after being issued the recognized and accredited AHERA certificate already
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Mentioned and described herein this complaint.
9. That on January 25, 2006 SIMKUS suffered a work related injury to his right
Foot known and medically described as "Chronic Plantar Fasciitis" that was well
Documented and timely submitted to his supervisor (Joe Keneally) on the same very day
Of the work related injury. That at all times relevant in this complaint the following
Actions occurred or were intentionally committed against SIMKUS at different times
Throughout the years of his employment as a facilities mechanic with UNITED.
A CONTINUOUS HOSTILE WORK ENVIRONMENT

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)
I)
J)
K)
L)
M)
N)
O)
P)
Q)
R)
S)
T)
U)
V)
W)
X)
Y)
Z)
AA)
BB)

SIMKUS volunteer note-taking during WHQFM Dept. Meetings 1998- 2001.
WHQFM Meetings; mechanics express concerns, growing hostile work environment.
UNITED files for BANKRUPTCY
WHQFM Department Meetings ABRUPTLY end without reason in 2003.
SIMKUS comes under psychiatric care on January 22, 2003 for ADHD.
UNITED sends SIMKUS certified letter for medical status on 08/12/2003.
SIMKUS provides medical documentation to UNITED medical on 8/21 /2003.
UNITED is aware of SIMKUS' susceptibilities to mental disability 8/21/2003.
WHQFM provides mechanics access codes of private voicemail system 2003'.
UNITED violates HIPP A, plays SIMKUS private information over FM radio.
SIMKUS becomes diagnosed for depression 9/18/2004-01/25/2005.
SIMKUS assigned grunt work during remodeling of WHQ suites 1/27/2005.
UNITED and WHQFM is downsizing. Mechanics focus on seniority issues.
SIMKUS has third highest company seniority amongst all FM mechanics.
AMFA informational meeting at WHQFM ends in Hostile Situation 11/2005.
AMFA never to return to WHQFM because union members are too hostile.
SIMKUS tolerates growing hostile work environment for one year to the day.
SIMKUS returns to work amidst separate discrimination investigation 1/06'.
Junior coworker puts discriminatory business cards in SIMKUS toolbox.
Spvsr. Krupa participated in discriminatory incident w/Vleck committee cards
SIMKUS reports right foot injury directly to Spvsr. Keneally on 1/25/2006.
Previous 02' foot injury handled completely differently than right foot injury.
Both foot injuries caused from same work conditions and hours spent on feet.
Supervisor intentionally failed to report SIMKUS right foot injury correctly.
Gallagher & Bassett goes along with scheme to deny and delay WC benefits.
Intentionally denied entitled work compensation benefits on 1/25/2006.
Supervisor intentionally provides SIMKUS wrong WC claim number.
Supervisor makes false statement about SIMKUS refusal to give statement.
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CC) UNITED intentionally refused SIMKUS ANY pay of which he was entitled.
DD) UNITED's Dr. Kudros issues a very questionable IME report.
EE) UNITED intentionally causes SIMKUS stress, knowing his financial situation.
FF)
UNITED's intentional acts force SIMKUS to pay costs for work injury.
GG) SIMKUS retains WC attorney "John Placek" on 6/13/2006 over ®foot injury.
HH) AMFA union and UNITED improperly report SIMKUS' occupational injury.
II)
SIMKUS intentionally not issued his entitled stock allocation on 9/22/2006.
JJ)
SIMKUS tries to return to work with NO physical restrictions on 8/2/06.
KK) SIMKUS is denied a return to work while others return with greater restrictions.
LL) SIMKUS still denied any Work Comp or personal sick time pay he was entitled.
MM) SIMKUS now forced to file a bankruptcy on 10/23/2006 to keep his home.
NN) UNITED and Gallagher & Bassett say they have no record of 2002 injury.
OO) SIMKUS provides attorney Placek copy of left foot injury of 05/05/2002.
PP)
SIMKUS still continues to be denied Work Comp benefits and lost pay.
QQ) UNITED and AMFA rep mislead SIMKUS over terms of CBA; vacation.
RR) UNITED and union intentionally over papers SIMKUS with contradicting records.
SS)
SIMKUS request FMLA as care provider to fiancee on 4/12/2007. Denied.
TT) AMFA rep solicits SIMKUS to retain his WC attorney Saunders on 4/12/2007.
UU) SIMKUS subjected to independent mental evaluation with Concentra 5/23/07.
VV) SIMKUS suffers further about WC benefits and his ability to enroll in FMLA.
WW) SIMKUS again requests FMLA 06/08/2007. Denied. 1120 hours out of 1250.
XX) SIMKUS calls UAL stock officer "Phillip Martin" over his lost shares.
YY) SIMKUS request an audit of his attendance record, because it's inaccurate.
ZZ) Supervisor Krupa causes SIMKUS a denial of FMLA enrollment, short hours.
AAA) SIMKUS never issued the required NOTICE of FMLA paperwork April 12, 2007.
BBB) SIMKUS participates in discrimination investigation within the department.
CCC) SIMKUS writes email to HR & Security over his fears of retaliation 10/10/07.
ODD) SIMKUS is interviewed the morning he sent email to HR on 10/10/2007.
EEE) UNITED; HR is notified of other discriminatory incidents. Offers no reply.
FFF) SIMKUS files LOSS/THEFT reports to supervisor Davenport on 10/10/07. No reply.
GGG) SIMKUS coerced to sign a confidentiality agreement at investigation w/HR.
HHH) SIMKUS union rep. (Koscielak) denied request to read confidentiality agreement.
III)
SIMKUS and new AMFA steward denied a copy of confidentiality agreement.
JJJ) UNITED' security or FM management never conducts any investigation over thefts.
KKK) SIMKUS and his new AMFA steward wait (3) weeks for CA to materialize from HR.
LLL) UNITED presents SIMKUS a completely different and falsified copy of CA.
MMM) UNITED presents a FORGED signature of AMFA rep. Richard Koscielak.
NNN) SIMKUS discharged attorney "Placek" for attorney "Saunders" 10/31/2007.
OOO) SIMKUS intentionally pushed off dayshift even though there are openings.
PPP) UNITED's actions cause SIMKUS fiancee and only son to relocate to Sofia.
QQQ) SIMKUS sends emails to UAL' attorneys over delays to settlement agreement
RRR) Manager Weslander intentionally interferes with SIMKUS settlement agrmnt.
SSS) UAL'S WComp. Lawyers Weidner McCauliffe has no explanation for long delay.
TTT) AMFA attorney "Saunders" follows scheme to delay SIMKUS WC benefits.
UUU) SIMKUS requests "Metasys" and "Pixie" training 06/10/2008. Bypassed.
VVV) SIMKUS is qualified and pre-approved to take intermittent FMLA leave.
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WWW) SIMKUS intentionally denied intermittent FMLA rights on 06/11/2008.
XXX) WHQFM management & union ignore SIMKUS is on new unfamiliar medication.
YYY) SIMKUS given direct order to work in illegal site or be fired. Union does nothing.
ZZZ) SIMKUS forced to illegally work in OSHA confined space without training.
AAAA) SIMKUS refused emergency medical assistance on 6/11/2008 from spvsr. Krupa
BBBB)
SIMKUS sent out of work in an ambulance on 06/11 /2008.
CCCC) SIMKUS intentionally left stranded at the hospital 06/11/2008.
DDDD) UNITED refuses to pay ambulance and hospital bills from 6/11/2008 incident.
EEEE) SIMKUS has to take a Wrk. Comp. loan from Preferred Capital Lending 8/26/2008.
FFFF) SIMKUS denied training for false reasons. Training awarded to Tim Carlson.
GGGG) SIMKUS intentionally moved to the afternoon shift to inflict more stress.
HHHH) Manager "Pat Weldon" intentionally ignores shift assignment, and FM precedent.
IIII) Supervisor "Borodaj" says he has no use for a mechanic with a disability on his shift.
JJJJ) Supervisor now says he has no use for a mechanic who is on FMLA on his shift.
KKKK) Sr. Executive UAL attorney implants son (P. Rasher) in FM to influence policy.
LLLL) Borodaj sends email he doesn't want SIMKUS on his shift due to his ADA.
On 11/12/2008 supervisor "Borodaj" comments about SIMKUS' disability.
MMMM) Borodaj calls SIMKUS his "dark penny" in front of coworkers on 10/21/2008.
NNNN) Borodaj calls SIMKUS a "trouble maker" in front of co-workers 10/21/2008.
0000) Manager "Pat Weldon" tells Borodaj his email could get in wrong hands.
PPPP)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
1)
j)

This was the exact same type of foot injury "Plantar Fasciitis" that SIMKUS had
sustained to his left foot while on the job and which was documented and reported on
May 5, 2002.
That after SIMKUS reported this injury to his supervisor (Keneally) SIMKUS was
sent home after being told by his supervisor the appropriate paperwork would be
submitted to "Gallagher & Bassett" who was the work compensation administrator.
That SIMKUS' supervisor intentionally never submitted the injury report for
plaintiffs right foot.
That SIMKUS continually called his supervisor to request a status and moreover a
reason as to why SIMKUS was not in any way whatsoever receiving WC pay or
given a proper work injury identification number.
That SIMKUS was given continually given an improper WC injury report and ID
number to approve WC payments from Gallagher & Bassett.
That SIMKUS was actually notified by his supervisor that he had allegedly refused
to give a statement to the G & B claims adjuster Rafael Botello, which was
completely false.
That SIMKUS in fact has a phone record that he spent over forty-five minutes
providing the G & B claims adjuster a statement by phone.
That after SIMKUS made numerous calls to his supervisor and after sending emails
it was now going on more than three months without receiving pay from UNITED.
That UNITED now required SIMKUS to have an independent medical examination
(IME) before he would receive ANY work compensation benefits.
For the record SIMKUS had enough hours accumulated in his personal sick time
bank and occupational injury bank, and yet were refused any pay whatsoever. This
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k)
1)
m)
n)
o)
p)

q)

r)
s)
t)

u)
v)

w)

was well documented and verified by UNITED' own payroll department staff in
writing,
That on August 13, 2002 SIMKUS submitted himself for an 1MB with Dr. Vinci for
the work related injury sustained to his left foot in 2002 that was accepted and
approved for treatment.
That on June 8, 2006 SIMKUS submitted himself for an 1MB to Dr. Kudros for the
same work related injury sustained to his right foot and which again was exactly the
same type of sustained injury that was approved for his left foot on August 13, 2002.
That SIMKUS made it very clear to UNITED management in WHQFM by way of
email that he needed to be paid so that he could refinance his home to prevent a
foreclosure situation,
That SIMKUS could no longer financially afford to wait for this injury report to be
correctly recorded, resulting in SIMKUS having to pay for the appropriate medical
procedure out of his own pocket,
That SIMKUS underwent an outpatient procedure with Dr. Mary Olszewski on July
20, 2006 paid from his own pocket although the injury was documented and occurred
on the job on January 25, 2006.
That although SIMKUS already had a Worker Compensation Attorney under
contract, his AMFA shop representative "Mike Gray" solicited and convinced
SIMKUS that he had a highly recommended attorney by the name of "Greg
Saunders" that would perform more effectively because he had a long history dealing
with UNITED.
That after SIMKUS terminated his attorney "John Placek" and retained "Saunders"
the one recognizable difference I noticed, were blatant delays and response times by
Saunders to accurately inform me of the status of my workers compensation benefits
and final settlement agreement,
That SIMKUS continually called to speak with his new attorney "Greg Saunders"
and rarely did SIMKUS receive calls in return from Saunders.
That SIMKUS attempted to return to work without restrictions on August 2, 2006
with only a reduction in hours that would last only two weeks,
That a return to work was denied to SIMKUS, but other employees had been allowed
to return to work with far greater restrictions. Such as a broken foot with cast, ACL
knee surgery with no kneeling and ladder work, and another employee with a back
injury limited to no lifting over 15 Ibs.. Several employees allowed to return with
work restrictions were younger in AGE than SIMKUS.
That after SIMKUS was intentionally being refused a return to work on August 2,
2006 by supervisor Roman Krupa, two weeks later SIMKUS was finally allowed a
return to work with no reduction in hours with the ability to work a full ten-hour day.
Most everyone in my department was aware that my fiancee and I were expecting to
have a baby. This would and did later affect my request and ability to qualify for
FMLA one year later because I allegedly didn't have the required 1,250 hours
required to qualify,
Just one year had passed after the birth of my son on March 22, 2006 and I again
requested FMLA on April 12, 2007 to act as a care provider to my fiancee during the
time she was hospitalized for serious mental illness and to care for my newborn son.
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x)

y)
z)
aa)

At this time I was being intentionally denied the opportunity to enroll in the FMLA
program. Because supervisor Roman Krupa denied my return to work on August 2,
2006 which was just enough hours to show SIMKUS short the necessary hours to
qualify for FMLA on April 12, 2007.
It's also a fact that SIMKUS was actually never issued the mandatory paperwork or
provided a timely answer as to why I was being denied FMLA. These too were
intentional acts that were well documented and confirmed,
That SIMKUS now found it necessary to document and write his attorney
"Saunders" via email because there were now long delays,
Borodaj actually tells SIMKUS he is going to send an email to the dayshift
supervisor "Keneally" that he doesn't want SIMKUS on his shift due to ADA

Steven Rasher, is a senior attorney for United Air Lines. It has been said to many mechanics that
Mr. Rasher employed and implanted his own son "Phil Rasher" within the WHQFM department
whose sole purpose was to help INFLUENCE training and safety policy. Phil Rasher was the
departments training representative for a very short time. Phil wanted to take OSHA warning
signs off of a cooling tower, because I was sent to the Hospital due to a medication problem I
never was trained to be in this dangerous work area without proper training and rescue. I was
told that after I got injured on the job which was in a confined space area where I NEVER should
have been assigned. Immediately after I notified OSHA about investigator about this, one week
later Phil Rasher resigns.
The complainant SIMKUS continued to experience new and continued adverse employment
actions on January 17, 2011 after being improperly placed on EIS which had a direct resulted
and caused Simkus to not return to work the complainant being second time from United
Airlines which caused SIMKUS to file a second SOX complaint on march 15, 2011. Because my
employer continued to commit further adverse acts of retaliation by falsely reporting to MetLife
that I never filed a LTD claim on December 19, 2011 which I recently discovered through copies
of my MetLife claim file that was communicated to me in writing on September 7, 2012 because
of my continued effort to prosecute the second SOX complaint and because I contacted OSHA to
inform them that I may be filing a completely new complaint under the Dodd-Frank Act which
are protected under the Act and that were reported to OSHA during an investigative interview
that took place at my public library on August 5, 2011.1 provided this investigator a
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preponderance of evidence over these new violations by way of this second on March 15, 2011
and recently as October 24, 2012.

HOSTILE WORK ENVIRONMENT

Your Honor, I could not possibly list all the intentional acts of retaliation and discrimination I
suffered by my employer over the last three to four years which were completely related to my
protected activity under the "SOX Act" itself, and were always a "contributing factor" to my
continued participation in investigations which were protected activities under the act; such as
with the SEC which occurred by phone with Mr. Horner who was an investigator of the SEC, he
interviewed me on September 28, 2010 on my way to work. I spoke openly about it to my
coworkers and made a point of specifically informing my supervisor Mark Yankowski about the
fact that these SEC interviews occurred. The disclosures over my "SOX" activities were made
several times in late September and October 2010. More protected participation occurred such as
on the August 18, 2010 interview with senior Manager Barbara Forrest. Ms. Forrest conducted
an (from the ORDVP-vendor procurement department of Airport Operations at WHQ)
investigation which included my effort to disrupt the internal Triangle-of-fraud that I had a
reasonable belief was occurring and existed throughout several departments within the United
Airlines World Headquarters Offices, this included involvement by the Unions) which
represented collusion. I had a very strong and reasonable belief that my (AMFA) Union
representatives intentionally deceived me and intentionally conspired and colluded with United
Airlines management when I received a letter by U.S. Mail dated September 22, 2006 informing
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me of my "Third distribution" of UAL stock. I had a reasonable belief that I did NOT receive my
fair and equitable allocation or distribution of UAL stock that I was entitled to. I had a
reasonable belief that this was a direct violation of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act itself and represented
"Mail Fraud" and "Wire Fraud" and fraud for improperly reporting my work related injury as a
personal sick time event. I had a reasonable belief that this was occurring system-wide in
company to many members and employees of all the unions and non-union representation. This
meant an organized racket of individuals were intentionally circumventing the internal
accounting controls which against the laws of the "SOX Act". I reported this to the single UAL
Stock plan administrator "Philip Martin" in person and over the phone in December of 2008.1
reported the discrepancies of my equity distributions of UAL stock to a payroll supervisor, who
also made hand-written notes on the back of my only now requested payroll audit. These
documents were stamped, signed and dated. This payroll supervisor also admitted to me that I
was not adequately paid during an Occupational injury in 2006, even though I had the enough
hours in the bank under the "I time", "injury" or "Occupational" column and enough time in the
personal "N" or Sick time column as well. The attorney I was offered by my "AMFA" union was
"Mr. Gregory Saunders." He came highly recommended by my union shop steward "Mike
Gray." Mike Gray also colluded with the company when he refused to testify against a
supervisor (Joe Kenealy) for stealing company property and committing fraud by falsifying
mechanics time cards. My shop steward (Mike Gray) lied during the August 18, 2008
investigation conducted by Ms. Forrest. Mike Gray was an AMFA shop steward who led me to
testify in responding with specific answers during an illegitimate investigation to set me up for
termination. He consistently met to conspire with the HR representative (Bill Byrnes) after hours
during a very hostile time in the fall of 2008. Mike Gray or someone from the AMFA union
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shredded my four grievances to protect the company and colluded with management to hide the
truth that this was a "Hostile work environment". Mike Gray as a Union steward also gave me
FALSE information acting in collusion with the supervisor to eliminate my entitled vacation
days from my allotment during the years 2000- 2009. I had a reasonable belief that this
represented Organized crime as racketeering within the company. It represented a violation of
the RICO laws in which I believed to be activities that if continued would certainly rise to be
violations of the "SOX Act" itself if it was in fact discovered to be true the liability would
represent serious fines by the SEC. I reported this in an email to the SEC and to the Department
of Labor, OLMS on May 7, 2010 Stephen Bubulka (which was the same day I was assaulted
with battery by an unknown individual and three days before I filed my SOX complaint. I also
reported this to Senator Claire Me Caskill in an email on June 11, 2010.1 reported these and
other violations to the Illinois Attorney General's Office of Lisa Madigan in writing on June 16,
2009 and I received a written response on August 31, 2009.1 also wrote a lengthy email to the
Office of Inspector General and Office of Labor-Management Standards on April 29, 2010 after
getting a run-around the same women who answered my call denied to me that her office
handled these sorts of complaints. Mr. Bulbulka of the OLMS was kind enough to make
inquiries on my behalf and documented that I had in fact been given the wrong information from
the staff answering the phone. In the end I contacted more than five U.S. Senators in total. I sent
an email on December 8, 2008 to the EEOC investigator (Kirsten Peters) notifying here of my
whistleblower activities and my reasonable beliefs that United Airlines and members of my
(represented then by) AMFA union were acting in collusion with United Airlines management to
deny me my entitled distribution of Equitable UAL stock post the United Airlines bankruptcy.
At different times I participated in documented investigations (With Mr. Bill Byrnes of HR) over
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a Hostile Work environment that I experienced at the UAL World Headquarters Campus and that
after since being forced to transfer out of the (WHQFM) Facilities Maintenance department to
(ORDPV) O' Hare Airport Facilities Department I learned that the same Hostile Work
Environment Existed here as well. I now had a reasonable belief that this was "SYSTEMIC" and
it existed across the system of United Airlines, and I made it known to Mr. Kevin Thomas of
(WHQHR), Terry Brady (VP of Airport Operations O' Hare), Scott Dolan (Sr. Vice President of
Airport Operations), and two Directors of the HR department in an email I sent on November 4,
2010.1 was also recently retaliated against by my manager of (ORDPV) "Bob Heatherington"
who intentionally interfered with my payroll and which affected my ability to pay for
medications, including my household bills, mortgage and new trustee payments. I directly told
my manager that I was a SOX whistleblower on several occasions and I experienced retaliation
or was certainly a contributing factor to my protected activities.
I continued to blow the whistle and disclose that I had a reasonable belief that there were
numerous SOX related and OSHA related violations constantly occurring or re-occurring at my
place of work. My activity was protected because my employer was informed in writing
(sometimes emails) or by written statements that I made on "issue boards"(which I took pictures
of, because they kept erasing them). My employer also knew about my whistleblower activities
through EEOC charges I filed over a continued "Hostile Work Environment", and failure to
follow a consent decree after a "Class-Action suit that was filed, litigated and won by an EEOC
attorney (David Offen-Brown) in the San Francisco Office against "ADA rules" that denied
"Light-duty" employee's "Overtime work" which I was told (by phone and emails) Mr. Brown
the attorney who litigated the case, said that this old UAL Policy was to be rescinded and the
new Overtime rules applied "System-wide." To the contrary, I shared with this EEOC attorney
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Mr. David Offen-Brown that I learned this UAL Policy that was still in Full force and actually
recently POSTED (on November 21, 2008) in my department break-room (of WHQFM) by my
manager Pat Weldon. I emailed images of the Illegal overtime posting to Mr. Brown and he was
SHOCKED to say the least. I had a reasonable belief that this represented possible CONTEMPT
of a signed and dated Consent Decree which was signed by staff who resided in the very same
World Headquarters where it was still posted and illegally enforced. This is another example of
gross mismanagement, intentional deception, and inaccurate reporting or inadequate accounting
controls under the "SOX Act" which could and has created more Class-Action Law suits today. I
had a reasonable belief that the failure to rescind this Overtime policy existed in other stations. I
was confronted by a union coworker (in front of my supervisor Nick Borodaj) and was asked if I
made a stink about this Overtime policy and I said, "Yes I did". I wasn't ashamed of it because I
was refused or denied overtime while on limited or light duty after work related injuries I had
over the years, in fact I often simply just spoke openly to my supervisors (Nick Borodaj and
Mark Yankowski) about my SOX whistleblower disclosures because there were so many valid
and reportable violations. This is in alignment with what I listed in my original SOX complaint,
that the corporation was "Grossly Mismanaged".
United Airlines did not have adequate internal controls or compliancy over SOX and SEC laws.
United Airlines did not have adequate internal controls over there financial operations and in
2006 they had a motive to cook the books so that they could raise new operating capital.
United Airlines did not have adequate internal controls or compliancy in OSHA laws.
United Airlines did not have adequate internal controls or compliancy in EEOC laws
United Airlines did not have adequate internal controls or compliancy in FMLA laws.
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HEARING REQUEST

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff, PAUL SIMKUS, requests the judgment of this Court against the
Defendant, UNITED AIRLINES, a wholly owned subsidiary of UAL CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, as follows:
A.
Award the Plaintiff compensatory damages, including pecuniary and nonpecuniary damages in an amount to be determined at the trial of this matter;
B.
Award the Plaintiff his attorney fees, including litigation expenses and the costs
of this action;
C.
Award the Plaintiff punitive damages and any "Special Damages" in an amount
to be determined at the trial in this matter;
D.

Grant such other relief as may be just and proper.

List of Defendants:
Ken Weslander, Roman Krupa, Bill Byrnes, Sylvia Empen, Nick Borodaj, Bob Heatherington,
Steven Rasher, Phil Rasher, Pat Weldon, The United Airlines Board of Directors (seated from
2007-2012).
I seek any and all damages to make me "Whole" and I seek any and all Special Damages"
allowed by this court and to be determined at a hearing.

2012-SOX-00016
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Respectfully submitted,

Paul W. Simkus

SIGNATURE

DATE

OALJ 2012-SOX-00016
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